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THE BISHOP'S CO.ED SCHOOL,

KALYANINAGAR

PRIZE DAY . 19'' AUGUST 2OO5

Honourable Guardian Minister for Pune, MrAjit Pawar, Mrs Ajit Pawar, Chief
Guests forthis evening, Members ofthe GovemingBody, Headmistress and SeniorHeads
of Departments, parents, teachers, students and well wishers - School opened for The
Bishop's Co-Ed School, Kalyaninagar on 8* June 2004, after much apprehension, fear and
doubt as to whether we would be able to do so on schedule, because many parenis visited
the Ca.mpus on 6* June evening and found thal the quadrangle in front of tle outdoor stage
was still very rocky, uneven and cluttered with a whble lot ofbuilding material. Ovemigfrt,
we had to clear all this material,level the groulr.d, rdll it, and makelt presentable foithe
School Opening Ceremony on the next day, theT^ June2004. People just could not believe
the transformation in the land orthat I had kept mypromise to parentJ!

the surprise of all our parents, well-wishers, Staff and even our detractors,
when they all walked in on the evenin gof 7* June2004, they were amazedtosee the whole
scenario had changed and everything so well organized, with over 3000.chairs laid out
lgatly for the function! The opening ceremony was graced by our Chairman, the
Members of the Governing Body, Mr Surendra Sanas ind Mr Sudhir Kulkarni our
builders, and Rev. Rathod, who conducted the service. Our parents, visitors and friends
who were there at the Programme were very supportive and encouraging indeed and this
was-evident 

9V !tt. hundreds ofbouquets presenled to the School and ilsJthe many, many
cards ofgoodwishes.

- ]l.ttls speech, the Chairman mentioned that in the dictionary of Mr Frank Freese,
the word "imposible' did not exist and this was most encouraging b-ecause it set a certain
challenge to staff and students alike, to emulate their Principal- Hi was most encouraging
in his remarks that the Scho^ol building had been completed within a short span of a lear
and_was looking so wonderful! Moreover, he was sure it would lead to The'Bishop's'Co-
Ed School, Kalyaninagarbeing avery successful centeroflearning forourboys and^girls.

Classes started with a real bang on 8'n June, when we had hundreds of Lower K.G-
a1d Nursgrl children weeping and screaming, some in excitement to get to class and
others in the hope that they would be sent home immediately! It took abouiten days for the
School to settle down and for classes to start functioning smoothly, because by tiren most
of the new children and all the new Staff had got down to regular work and our new
Academic Year in The Bishop's co-Ed new School building was fully underway.

In the month of October, we had transferred approximately 50 boarder boys and
housed them in two new dormitories in the School buil^tling. These boys had initially been
admitted as boarders t9 The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Kalyaninagar but since the
dormitories were not ready, they were housed in the Camp School on a timporary basis for
six months. I am happy to report here that we have transferred Mrs Bulani, an experiencec
Matron, to lend stability to the start of our new Hostel, which was well supervised by Ms
Helen Earland, who had been appointed as Hostel Superintendent.

We started the year with 1880 childrenin3T classes, taken care ofby 42 Assistant
Teachers and 16_Helper Teachers. This strength has now risen to 2819 students, being
supervised by 83 Assistant Teachers and 2l Helper Teachers. This is indeed ai



achievement in a period of a little over 26 months !

Mrs V Freese, the Headmistress, very ably supervised, directed and guided Mrs
Lynda O'Connor, the Junior School Supervisor and Mrs Frances Fonseca, the Middle School
Co-ordinator, in their duties with regard to the smooth implementation and supervising the
smooth flow of academics and extra-curricular activities. These were very competently and
effrciently run in the School.

Extra-curricular activities such as football, basketball, badminton, table tennis,
carom and karate etc. were introduced in the School and todav. we have two bovs' football
teams participating in The P.S.S.A. Tournament and we have iiso entered the giils football
team inthe Girls Tournament.

It was very encouraging to visit the Exhibition organized by the Heads of The
Bishop's Co-Ed School, Kalyaninagar. Although this was our very first presentation, every
effort was made to instill a certain sense of pride and quality amongst our students and staff,
while putting up such a wonderful display of talent and hand-work by our children. The
parents who visited the Exhibition were most encouraging and forthcoming with valuable
advice and helpful suggestions for such future events. I am sincerely grateful to parents for
these suggestions. It certainly is a very comforting feeling for a Principal when parents are
able to talk to him freely and offer advice. This reflects a healthy partnership.

We also had a number of book exhibitions in School, from where the children, very
enthusiastically, selected books of their own choice. Over the last year, the Library has been
periodically stocked with a variety ofbooks from various dealers but the bulk of our supplies
have come from Crossword,whichthough expensive, has a very good selection and a wide
range of books for our School Library. Mr Gupta, the Proprietor of Crossword,had even l.
presented the School with Rs.40,000/- worth of books as a gift to encourage our children to
make reading a regular habit. The children themselves are encouraged to present the School
with four books each on their birthdays, instead of bringing cake and return gifts for the
classmates to celebrate their special days. This programme, though voluntary has seen
many, manynew additions to ourlibrary.

Right through the year, we have been having our usual Inter-Class and Inter-House
pro grammes, where elocution, qtizzing etc has been conducted very well.

Over the past one year, we have been regularly upgrading material in our three
Laboratories and today, we are well prepared with enough material and equipment for the
Council inspection forAffiliation, as soon as it is arranged. OurApplication for affiliation to
the Council has been sent in and we hope to have our inspection within the next couple of
months.

The School Kitchen and Dining Room were furnished with stainless steel furniture
and the Kitchen was equipped with 'state of art' equipment. Mrs M Aikin was appointed as
Catering Supervisoq while Mr Fynn is her Assistant. I am happy to inform any Boarder
parents sitting here tonight, that the Kitchen has been running extremely well, catering to
120 boarders and approximately 10 Staff members. I am very encouraged with the fact that
till date, I have not received a single negative report regarding the quality offood. Infact, a
great number of our boarders go back for a second and even a third helping, at every meal!
All the resident staff, including matrons, dine with the children in the School Dining Room.

were also able to accommodate four bachelors and three couples# the staff
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need asquarters built for this express pulpose, as I feel that being a Boarding

many resident staff on the Campus as possible.

. The School Infirmary has been doing very well and is ably looked after by Mrs Mary
Matthew and Miss Rani Lazarus, both fully trained mrses. Our medical needs were
supervised by Dr Dashmit Singh till we finally employed Dr B Tucker, to take care of the
children and Staff of both our Schools. He is voluntarily looking after the medical needs of
the inmates at The Eventide Home, in addition to his school duties. Dr Tucker has introduced
a very precise but necessary Medical Programme for our students and Staff, which has been
implemented very successfu lly.

A number of our young teachers with babies to care for, were apprehensive about
how they were going to manage a full day's work as well as find someone to look after their
babies. This problem was very easily overoome when we decided to go ahead and open a
Crdche for staff children. We had appointed a matron and two ayahs to look after the Crdche.

Work has continuously been going on in the School Auditorium and we have
completed the thermal insulation ofthe roof as well as the false ceiling. Later on we will look
into the padding of the walls of the Auditorium to make it acoustieally good. 1000 chairs
were also purchased for our seating arangements in the Auditorium. Every morning,
Assembly is conducted in this huge hall, where almost 2500 children and 104 teachers
assemble daily at 8.40am.

The landscaping of our present Campus has been personally supervised by the
Principal because the landscape engineer abandoned us after two months, with little or no
work having been done by him. Today we have many garden beds blooming with flowers
and we also have wood potters installed on the railing on the first floor, with a variety of
colourful flowers, which are changed seasonally. The rough rock-strewn area in front of the
outdoor stage has now been planted with a lawn and the whole area is now a wonderful, big,
green, playing ground, except for the concrete Basketball Court, which has been built
towards the edges ofour SchoolPlot andthatofPlotNo.80, whichwe are stillto receive from
the Pune Municipal Corporation, even though we were the highest bidder at 2.26 Crore,
being Rs.l.10 crore more thanthe nextbidder.

Nevertheless, progress has been made on acquiring Plot No.80 and at present, the
Court Receiver has presented a very positive report in favour of the P.M.C. to the High Court.
We believe the decision to hand over the premises to the Pune Municipal Corporation, and
then to The Bishop's Education Society, will come forth shortly.

My sincere thanks
encouragement in building

Board of Governors for continued support and
magnificent School! When one is faced with so many

problems relevant to sanctions, approvals and NOCs, it is always heartening to know one has
the fulI support of the Board and therefore one is able to function and give off one's best at
every juncture, and overcome all hurdles!

My sincere thanks also to Mr Shentre and Mr Lonkar ofthe P.M.C. School Board, to
Mr Jadav, Mr Gutte, Under Secretary Education & Sports Department,Mantralaya,Dt
Ulhas Patil, ex-M.P. and Mr Thorat, Minister of State forAgriculture, Dr Pawar, Secretary to
the Education Minister and Mr Purke, Honourable Minister for Education, Maharashtra, for
all their help and co-operation in getting The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Kalyaninagar its No
Objection Certificate to build and run a Private Non-aidedAnglo-Indian School, affrliated to
the Council for the ICSE. New Delhi.

to t.
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I am also most grateful to the Headmistress, Mrs V Freese and her team of Mrs L
O'Connor, Mrs F Fonseca and Mrs Oliver, who have left no stone unturned to produce the

BEST for the best School in Kalyaninagar! The fact that so many hundreds of children are

still trying to get on our rolls, speaks volumes for us. Even though we have had a variety of
pressures, I am happy to report that we have had more political support than pressure, with
iherealization that The Bishop's Education Society has come to fulfil the needs of so many
thousands of children in the Kalyaninagar areaand its neighbourhood.

Educationally speaking, what part do we, as parents, play in the wonderful
experience of bringing up and educating our children? I want to challenge you as parents

andteachers inthat:

o I want teachers to challenle themselves while dealing with today's child's problems.
o I want parents to challenge themselves to stand up to rebellious children (Class 8

students bullying parents in the choice ofsubjects).
(Class I -2-3 children challenging parents to send them to School when they are ill.) This
is the excuse parents give.

o I want parents to challenge themselves and decide benefits for their children not the

otherway around.
o I want children to challenge themselves to abide by their parents wishes. "Mum and Dad

always know best". Where has this belief gone? We as parents have scattered these

words to the winds, to our own detriment. We are to blame for our children's
rebelliousness, for their aggressive behaviour, for their defiance. How? By giving in to
them by way of Pepsi, junk food, television, allowing them out for parties with their
friends, unsupervised and alone! At their age?? We as parents need to wake up to what
danger we are sending our children into, while we are busy getting on with our own
lives!
I want us to stop looking for excuses for our children while blaming others.

I want us to look for answers and solutions to our children's problems, not make excuses

forthem.
I want us to look at our own shortcomings, which we are transferring to our children.
I want us to realize our strong, inexcusable responsibility for our children's character
development. There is no argument or debate here we are without a doubt responsible
for how our children are developing. In our hands we have a seed which we have to
nurture, help to germinate and help to develop into a huge, magnificent tree. In our
hands is a lump of clay, which we need to lovingly handle, mould and shape, not just
into a successful child but into a responsible, accountable citizen of our wonderful
country.
I want partnership.

LadiesandGentlemen.IET'S DO IT !

I am sure that with the Lord's help and presence on our Campus, we will be blessed

with whatever we need, by way of additional facilities for our School and children.

Thank you ladies and gentlemen. May God Bless each one of you as you participate
in being a contributory member of the wonderful team of The Bishop's Education Society
andits Schools!

o
o

o
o
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Our school Portols llo ltoubt Ore lmpressiue

We are the envy of anY child

This court is a riot during games I am lucky to perform on this stage

Shh, where's the PrinciPal !!

Hush! Silence is the dictate ! We love being Chemists !



Oh! School lhou llulg Ort fhc Heortt

Ah! For that much awaited siesta !

Ohl I wouldn't mind waiting for hours - At this parlour I am serious! lt's studv time.

Hey! Who laid those beds for us Oh! What fun sleeping on these double deckers !

Moments of reflection.
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The day dawned bright & clear. The Gods were with us ! In fact they have always been,ever
since the seed (of our school) was sown. 27th of Nov.2004,was a big day for us. It was the first annual
concert on the Kalyaninagar campus. Brick by brick, step by step, day by day you have all watched this
institution grow and your children flourish under its loving care. It was precisely on the 7th of June that
the school opened & in a short span of six months, our wards have blossomed into responsible creative ,

enterprising and capable students who worked hard one entire month for their annual concert.
The evening began with our illustrious and dynamic Principal Mr. Frank Freese, addressing the

parents and introducing the chief guest for the evening, the honorable Dr. Ulhas Vasudeo Patil, Ex.
Member of Parliament. Dr. Patil, was indeed a befitting choice as chief guest, for the eveniBg, because
his political experience as a Member of Indian National Congress, educational work a$ President &
advisor of various collections of Relief Funds for the Latur earthquake, the needy and poor; was very
inspiring for our students. -.,'lt'tL.-'

ii, > . r,;t]."'

The concert began at sharp 6 p.m. with the Tiny Tots of Nursey turning to the Lord in a prayer,
tit" u Sunflower'. This was followedby the little ones of L.K.G. and U.K.G. unfolding the creation of
the universe. They unfolded the story from Day 1 to Day 7 to the building of the Noah's Ark. The grand
finale massed 305 children on stage for which Mrs. Lewis and all class teachers and helper teachers of
Nursery Lower & UpperK.G., deserve full credit.

Std. I brought alive the most loved story of "Jack & the Bean Stalk". the little ones proved to be
fantastic actors and actresses who told us about children who we think are "slow", but turn out real
winners ! This wonderful musical was the brain child of our music teacher Mr. Philip Lazaruswho was
assistedbyMrs. S. Shaikh, Mrs. Mendonca, Mrs. S.Khan, Mrs.A. SalviandMrs. Jagdish.



The junior and senior choirs were like the Rock of Gibraltor throughout the evening lending

vocal and emotional support to all their friends performing on the stage ! of course they were led by our

immensely talented music teacher Mr. Philip Lazarus.

"One day in Kargil" was a tribute to the Kargil heroes. The Bishop's Co-Ed boys and girls

unfolded the story of the trauma a soldier went through during the Kargil war & how he sustained the

sanity of his mind by hearing the Lord's voice in a simple deck of cards ! The man behind the scene was

again Mr. Philip Lazarus.

The students of std. VI & VII brought alive the renaissance through Shakespeare's memorable

work, 'The Merchant of Venice'. The costumes, the backdrops and the performance were oh so !

dramatically and historically correct. To interpret Shakespearc at such a young age was indeed

creditable. theteachersbehindthe showwereMs. Borade, Ms. D.Sahi &Mrs. J. Johnson.

Next was the staff choir which visibly took immense pleasure & pride in signing two songs,

"More than words;" which called for action more than words, and "The Impossible Dream". "The

Impossible Dream" was in fact the staff tribute to their energetic Principal Mr. Frank Freese, who had

tumed the dream called'Bishop's Co-Ed Schoof into reality ! Mr. Freese sportingly obliged the staff

choir and even lead them in the second song.

In the midst ofthe land of Chhatrapati Shivaji, the land of "the five rivers" was brought alive to

the sound and beat of traditional "Bhangra" . The students of Std IV and V in their bright red and yellow

costumes were unbeatable ! The Bhangra dance was choreographed by Mrs. Legha, Mrs. Kaur & Mrs'

Chakrabarthy.

"The Fabulous Fusion" presented by Std. II and III proved that "East is East, West is West &

never the twain shall meet ........" but surely they can complement each other ! The little ones put on

their dancing shoes and set out on a journey through Waltz,Bharatnatyam, Cha-Cha-cha, Rajasthani,

Koli dance and Jive. The credit goes to Miss. J. Franklin, Ms. D. D'Souza, Mrs. R.Damle & Mrs.

Bhargava. The costumes forthe entire concertwere designedbyMrs. NehaGujral.

At the end of the show the principal, Mr. Frank Freese, gave a vote of thanks to all dignitaries

and parents. The chief guest, Dr. Ulhas Patil while speaking on the occasion said that he was proud to

have put his own son in The Bishop's Co-Ed. He said that ifthe school had managed to put up a show of

that magnitude and sincerity in a short span of six months; He could foresee it scaling greal heights in

the near future. To quote him, "The word in Pune today is that if you want to put your-ch-itrd.in a safe

place,itis "TheBishop'sCo-Edschool". ,;. .d .jF

. ail .,,ir-- - *{h -.}h r @
No doubt, all Bishopited$nt Udct t ohe tndthigfrt *itn ulfoting in their step ! !
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THE BISHOP'S CO.ED SCHOOT

KALYANINAGAR

Our Principol Mr. F.R.Frnnsn *itl, thn Clo;nf G"nst Dr. U.V.Patil
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at 6.00 p.M. sharp in the new hall of the B.W.Roberts building at "The Bishop's School, Camp". the

chief guests for the occassion were Mr. Om Prakash Gupta - Inspector General of Registration and

Controller of Stamps, and Mrs. Rakhi Gupta. The entire staff of The Bishop's Co-Ed school,

Kalyaninagar as well as The Bishop's School Camp were present fbr this auspicious occasion.

This was a grand day for the Kalyaninagar Bishopities as it was their very first "Prize Day".

26th August 2004 saw the dawning of a day of appreciation for diligent Bishopites'

The programme began with the Principal's report for the year 2002-2003. This included the

introduction of the various Section-Heads, the staffand the various activities undeftaken during the

year. The new school building at Kalyaninagar and the facilities provided for the same were also

mentioned.

The declaration of the four school houses after four dynamic Principal's of the institution

i.e. Mr. Roberts, Mr. Lunn, Mr. Cooper & none other than our own Principal Mr' F' Freese was

presented. Our principal then took center-stage .The presentation ofthe house Flags by the students

u,as indeed irnpressive. This was followed by the much awaited Prize distribution for children of

NURSERy to Class Ill , The honour of giving away the prizes was given to the wife of our Chief

Guest Mrs. Gupta . Prizes were awarded for academic and general proficiency. Special prizes were

awarded to Boarders who secured more than 607o marks'

There was a loud round of applause by parents, staff and other guests present as these

excited bearning faces with uplifted hearts collected their prizes. The choir presented Songs which

were conducted by Mr. P. Lazarus.The evening gradually came to an end with an address by Mr. Orn

prakash Gupta who spoke words of encouragement and appreciation for the entire New School.

This was followed by a vote of Thanks by our Princrpal & then our School Song'

l\'1 lSS. KARtTN l()HN SON
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THE BISHOP'S CO.ED SCHOOL KATYANINAGAR

FIRST EVER ART/CRAFT, f,ITERARY, IINGUISTICS
AND SSIENCE EXHIBITION.

The Bishop's co-Ed School - Kalyaninagar organized its first ever

Artlcraft, Literary Linguistics and Science Exhibition on Friday 4th March

2005, in the school premises between 9.00 am and 1 .00 pm..

The exhibition was exciting, informative and edifying. classes

Nursery to Std. IV displayed various articles, models, charts and exhibits in

their respective classrooms Std. V to VII occupie.d the School Hall covering

ten main subjects like English, Hindi, Marathi, French, Maths, Science, Social

Studies, Computers andAl|tlCraft. The exhibition was so big that it occupied

practically every inch of the vast area ofthe Hall. It was, beautifully decorated

and floodlit throughout.

Charts, exhibits, models, slides, short movies, power point

presentations, catds etc. were used to provide first hand information on

pollution, culture, ethics, skills, languages experiments, regions, activities,

games,p:uzzles, monuments, scripts, stories and diagrams etc'

what made the exhibition highly interesting was the way the student

anchor of various sections explained to the visitors their layouts. It was a

pleasure to see our students taking turns to stand smartly and explain their

various informative proj ects with great zeal and understanding '

The Teachers had excelled in guiding the students in the

alrangements, explanations and confidence building. Not only that, they were

on constant rounds, motivating our pupils to the utmost. Both pupils and

teachers were enthusiastic and alert to the very end and made it a great success'

Compliments from the Parents :

Mr. Alok Sharma father of Prachi Sharma from Std VII quoted

"superb collection of articles exhibited and a very lovely show"

Lt. Col. Anil Sehgal father of Ms. Aastha Sehgal from Std V said, " A

very good exhibition with lots of efforts having been put up by both

teachers andstudentswell done and keep itup. "

Mrs. Kareham Bokare aunty of Neha Kanage of Std V said "I am an

outsider but still what an exhibition! It's wonderful and very

interesting educative and informative. All the very best for the

future!"



Lt. Col. Ravindra Manerikar father of Pranav Manerikar of Std. V
said, "It was a superb display of talents. " Excellent keep it up ! "

Mrs. J. S. Rao a parent of Std II pupil commented saying o,It's

wonderful to see the exhibition. It has given a lot of encouragement

to the children."

Mrs. Vaishali Pharne mother of Vishural Pharane of Std II said.

"Very creative wonderful andan impressive exhibition."

Students Observation :

Ms. Natasha Puri of Std. VI, "It was a very nice and well organized

exhibition."

r Ms. Tejaswini Pandit of Std V said " It was superb and it gave a

platform to out talents"

Ms. Sakshi Bhatia of Std. VII said "It was excellent, specially the

working models of science very very good. The hard effort of both
staff and students were seen."

Master Sayak Ray of Std V said "It was marvellous, each of the

classes had presented their best under the able zuidance of their
teachers."

Ms. Meher Legha of Std. VII said "It was full of excitement, fun and

frolic. The decor was very nice. Teachers and pupils put up a very
colourful background and the parents were really proud. At the end of
it and each one tried to do their best."

Ms. Shweta Pandey of Std III said " Very nice and interesting ".
'Teachers had taken great pains in motivating us.'

Master. Rishab Dasgupta of Std IV said, "There were many
informative models and charts. The Children had put in much of
effort under the guidance oftheir teachers."

MasterArnav Mahanty of Std. VII said "It was quite ornamental and

decorative. It was exciting and interesting."

Master. Varun Pisolkar of Std. VII said 'olt was really good. It was
quite sound and effective from the learning point of view.,'
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The Headmistress Mrs. V. Freese - Full Of Pride

A Proud Principal
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THE BOARDERS NIGHT
llth ntuARcH 2005

The Boarders night celebrated on llth March 2005, was

especially for the boarders, this is a day they really relax and have a lot

of enjoyment with their teachers and friends. They are made to feel

special and honoured. All the staff members took an active part to make

this day amemorable one.

The staff and boarders assembled in the Hall, thereafter

beginning the programme with the compere Your's Truly, ( Mr. Mitson)

who then called upon Mrs. Waller to welcome everyone present , this was followed by a speech by our

Principal, Mr. F. Freese.

The first item was an opening song organised by Mr. P. Lazarus which was done by class I - IV

as well as a skit and a song , which was enjoyed by every one. We then had a dance put up by class V -

VII which was organised by Mr. Harry. This was an amazingperformance. Then came the little ones

acting, The 3 little pigs which was performed by UKG and class I boys. This was organised by Mrs. D.

Mendonca. This short play had a deep moral theme which was very skilfully brought out. . After that

we had a song Una Paloma Blanca by the boys of class V - VII organised by Mr. P Lazarus.

The games began with the UKG- class II boys who had a tooth pick race arranged by Mrs.

Kaur and Mrs. Debri, where the children had to embed tooth picks into a potato in just 60 secs. Classes

ilI, IV and V had a blind fold bottle race and putting the basket ball into the bucket .These were

organised by Mr. David, Mr. Rayneau and Mr. Morris, Classes VI and VII had a balloon race organised

by Mr. Karkaria. All the games were exciting and enjoyed by the children. After that they settled down

and got back their breath . Then came the greatest moment 'The Teacher Competition', A fancy dress

parade. The teachers were dressed in the wonderful outfits which depicted some place or person. The

teachers were assisted by Mr. P. Lazarus giving the background music which made the show ever so

grand. The boys were thoroughly excited to see their teachers doing the cat walk. The Grand finale was

a song. The boy's had a candle which was lit by the Principal and in the darkness they sang the song

"Walking with The Lord", finally ending the evening, giving glory to the Lord who was the one who

made this evening an enjoyable and memorable one for every one present.

The vote of thanks was given by Mrs. H. Henderson and then we all went to"the dining hall for

a delicious meal. Every one enjoyed their meal and as all good things always come to an end. So did our

very first Boarders' Night.

Mr. K. Mitson
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I love my Mother.

She looks after me.

She takes good care of me.

She is my friend.

She looks very nice.

She is the best!

{tg.V G,tlAiglg [," (G.

My classroom is nice and big.

We have nice red desks.

We have a big black - board.

We have colourful charts.

I like my class.

Elton D'Souza
LC

Sakshi Sharma
LC
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My Friend's name is Devya.

She studies in my class.

She plays with me.

She is very nice.

She helps me in class.

Thank you God for such a nice friend

Sffig sffidgnilMg

My friend's name is Arman

She studies with me.

She is very nice

She helps me with my work
I am happy she is my friend.

trffiffffiffis &ffiffi

fu$Vfiruffi KffiHru#ffi

Big trees and small trees give us cool breeze.

Thick or thin they cannot walk.

Poor Trees they cannot talk.

Trees need food and water.

They need sunlight and air.

They breathe, eat and drink.

And grow very tall and strong.

Trees are living things.

And they are useful to us in many ways.

Rashntiku Joshi
LC

Vuncssa Jumes,
I-(:

Rat'hul I'hervvani
I.G
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Manavi Sanghvi
I-G

Diana Celestine
II-A

Sneha Bendre
II-A
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All animals need food
All animals need a place to live.
All animals need clean water.
All animals need sunlieht.

Wow, animals are just like us !

M@W
A lady who loves God and family too is better than a chest of rubies,

I know her do you ?

She sounds like someone special who prepares food when its dark.

She sets out clothes, signs notes for school,

helps me in my studies and does a lot of other work.

She holds my sister in her left arm with her right she pours my milk.
Both arms are free to hug me tight before I leave for school.

Her love for me makes her more beautiful each passing day

Who can this be?

None other than my "MOM"

R[$p[gT YOUR pilRfi:Nr$

Life teaches us to live. To live, you have to exist.
To exist , you should have a passport to this living world.
Thank our parents, who brought us into this world.
Parents have taken care ofus and satisfied all our needs.
They are always there for us . But as we grow up,
age also catches up with our parents and
they need our help and support.
Some of us illheat our parents and consider them
more of a liability than an asset.

This guilfy feeling is further wrapped into a sense of regret,
when we will be treated in the same way by our future generation.
After all we only get what we deserve.
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My elephant thinks I am wonderful

My elephant thinks I am cool

My elephant hangs around with me

and follows me into school

My elephant likes the way I look.

He thinks that I am fun and smart,

He thinks that I am kind and generous

and have a terrific heart.

My elephant thinks I am brave and bold
He is proud of my strength and guts.

But mostly he likes the way I smell.

My elephant thinks I'm NUTS

Look at my doll

She is cute and small

I got her from a mall
And she is loved by all,

Her eyes are blue

And she can wink at you

She wears a party gown

And a sparkling golden crown.

I call her Dolly
And with her I want to

Share my Lolly
But she is only a dolly

Be careful when you make a wish,
it may indeed come true.
Although I am in second grade
I am almost forty - two!

iilv BI alrls{ll
When I turned seven I made.a wi$.ff,,;iir,,
I thought was really great.
I wished my birthday
ayear was too long to

Sundhiya Mani
II-A

Me.1,h0 Shttrnta

II.F

fil u oOtt



Man is God's creation,

Friendship is Man's creation.

Friendship is like a boon,

Showers happiness soon.

Friendship is a blessing,

Which gives you everything.

Friendship is a sweet fruit,
Love and trust are its root.

'lDA0HDlt J0Iil]S
1. Teacher: - Deepa, can you tell me something

about the nineteenth - century Americans ?

Deepa : - Yes Ma'm, they are all dead.

2. Teacher : - Didn't you promise to behave ?

Student:- Yes, Sir.

Teacher : - And didn't I promise to punish you

if you didn't ?

Student : - Yes, Sir but since I broke my

promise I don't expect you to keep yours

3. Teacher :- Why are you late, John ?

John :- Because of the sign.

Teacher:- What sign

John :- The sign that says

" SchoolAhead. Go Slow ".

ffiIJTTDETLry

Butterfly, O'butterfly, what a merry life you lead,

Singing and dancing all the day,

flying up and down and around all the way.

Whether autumn, sufilmer or spring comes by,

I always see you fluttering by.

How I wish I could ride on your back,

together we could fly to the moon and back.

Aman Kumar
II-A

Gayatri Ketharaman
II-A



JOKEJ
l. What is a bow that is impossible to tie ?
Ans. Rainbow.
2. Why is it harcl to lbllow a snalce ,/

Ans. Because you can't pull its leg.
3. Why do birds f)y sourh fbr winrcr,/
Ans. Because its too far to walk.
4. What do pcnguins eat firr lunch ,/

Ans. Ice burgers.
5. what did the lathcr bulralo say to thc s.n burlalo whcn he

lcli lirr school 'l

Ans. Bye son ( bison )
6. 'fhcre is a white house, a rcd house and a blLre house. Thc

rcd house is in the left and the bluc in thc risht. Whcre is
thc white house ?

Ans. In Washington DC.
7 " What is the capital of Washington ,/

Ans. W is the Capital.
u. What happened whcn Batman ancl Ilobin got run over by a

road roller'/
Ans. They became flatman and ribbon.
9. \\/hy aren't bananas lonely ?

Ans. Because they hang out in bunches.
10. S/hy was the leachcr cross - eyed ?
Ans. Because she couldn't control her pupils.
I l. [Iow much does cost a to get his ears pierccd?
Ans. Abuck - an - ear I ( Beiccanner )

NfiT'ffifflffi,.@ij\lT

Jayvardhan A. Jadia
II-B

Once Ihadadream
I dreamt I was in the The Bishop's Co-Ed School.

At dawn I woke up
And my Mamma dressed me up

In a spotless white uniform
with a maroon tie round my neck.

The great day had finally arrived
It was the 4th of June

and my dream was about ro come true
so with all the hustle and bustle,

I was in time for school.
And I thanked theAlmighry

for making my dream a reality.

Ashley Rais
II.B



DON'T IHROW THE SEEDS AWAV

It makes you healthY,

It gives you energy,

An apple or a guava

An orange or a PaPaYa

Eat a fruit everydaY

But don't throw the seeds awaY.

Here's a simple thing You can do

You could tell all your friends

Plant the seed in the soil

( It doesn't take much time ).

Pour a little water there

A young shoot will soon appear'

In time it will become a tree

which gives so much to You and me !

This way there'll be forests again

Green and clean our earth will remain'

Grow trees this easY waY

and it's fun too, I saY !

So eat a fruit every daY

But remember

Don't throw the seeds awaY.

\ //_. RmrwDWpPE

Pranal'Aganval
il-c

Mehuli Mazumdar
ILL-

Softly the rain drops fall on the ground,

Pitter Patter Pitter Patter

I can hear them singing around

Wow ! look at the beautiful

rainbow across the skY,

Fun time is here again for

mv friends and I !



PAUt
I know a boy, Paul,

who is very tall.
And whenever he has a fall,
We give the Doctor a call.

S[JFil
Sun rises in the east

and sets in the west

Then south and North are left
Then god gave us 2 poles

1 for the south

and I for the north

l4Y ?€T Doq
I have a little Puppy

loves to eat Biscuits and Drink milk
He hides under the bed

and Sleeps in the Basket

His name is Jolly.
He is a very sweet Puppy.

His coat is very soft and hairy.

He goes out with me for walk.
Big Dogs scare him a lot,
I love Jolly very much.

R. Rohir
tL,1

E,ghitu Pulttn,e
II-A

Dit'.t'unk Kuushik
II,A

who
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I am your pencil tall and beautiful,

I have many friends and are all colourful,

You press me so hard and write on the paper

It pains me so bad and make my eyes wate

You sharpen me and make me small,

But I like to be big and tall,

Always keep me in your pencil box

I shall write for you and make you a boss.

The rainbow has seven colours,

It is sent from heaven

I like the rainbow
Because the colours are seven

It is a beautiful bow
and is seen when the rains go

It is God Indra's bow
And when I pray to Indra I know

He sends his blessings.

Sprinkled in many colours.

Rain - rain come again

I want to see'RAINBOW' asain

Shauvik Sharan
II-A

Rehaan Khan
II.B

Ananya Tiwari
II.B

&fi09 ofrop$:; *.
Rain Drops, Rain Drops,

Please fall on the crops that are dry

Please make the dead land alive,

Please filI the world with greenery

for without you, no one can live.l

j



Come let's meet,

My little sister who is very sweet,

She has broad smile,

That makes us go a mile,
She loves to sing and loves to dance,

Whenever she gets a chance,

We love each other a lot,
She is the only sister, whom I have got.

f AM #FF#TAE,
I am special

I am Special

If you look. you will see,

someone very special,

Someone very special,

Because its, me,

Because its, me.

Aditya S Kuu,yhik
II.B

Sahil Giri
II-B

Shw,eta Krishnctn

II-B

f;Vw fi!{}L1
I have a doll Kelly,

she is very pretty and jolly.

I talk to her, when I'm blue,

And even when I'm having the fun.

She is my best friend ever,

So I will love her for ever.

EON THEALMIETIIY
Here and there,

God is every where.

He is within me,

And telling me the right from the wrong.
He gives me the strength to think and fight
my own battles,

He is the creator of this world.
And I thank him for everything.
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There's someone in my life,
Who's as sweet as sweet can be,

I 'm the apple of her eye,
and she calls me a sweety pie,

I break up all her toys,
For which she makes so much
we always play together,
But sometimes I am a bother.

She helps me to study
And she is my best buddy,
She always fights with me,
But without her I cannot be,

She is none other
Than my Dear Adorable Sister

Adrain G Ra1

II-C

Snakes smell with their tongues
An adult giraffe's tongue is eighteen inches long'
An owl can turn its head around in almost a complete circle.
The anableps is a fish that has two eyes in each eyeball'
The moon is moving slowly away from Earthatthe rate of about 2

Toads hop Frogs leap.
A bat can eat half its weight insects in one night.
If all the ice at the North ind South poles melted, the oceans would rise by as much as I 80 feet.

The human brain weight is only about 3 pounds but uses about20 per cent of the body's energy.

Birds called rprrt - *ing.d plovers spend much of their time inside the mouths of crocodiles. They help

the crocodiles by plucking out and eating leeches that get caught between the crocodiles teeth.

An elephant never stops growing during its life time.
People dream for a total of about 2 hours every night'

D(2r<Es
1. On top of the canteen counter in a private school run by nuns, there was a

basket of apples with a notice written next to it : " Do not take more than one

God is watching ! A little further down the same counter there was a box of
chocolate cookies, on which a child had written : " Take as many as you want

God is watching over the apples. "

2. Lazy steve sets out for school. Outside the fog is thick. He returns home in
a few minutes and announces happily, " The school vanished, Mum ! "

3. One day, the general noticed a soldier behaving oddly. He would pick up

every piece ofpaper he saw, read it , frown and say, "That's not it, "and drop it.

After a month of this, the general finally arranged to have him tested and the psychologist announced the

soldieras deranged. TheArmy dischargedhimandgave himanote. He readit and said, " That's it !".

GAN Y@U @ELOEVE OT E
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T-.IV UNCLE HAD
AN ANT FAR'.,I
My uncle had an ant farm
Where he raised a lot of ants,

He taught a few to play guitar,

he taught a few to dance.

Another one or maybe two
He tuttered on the antkazoo
He bought them little xylophones,

and teeny - ting slide trombones,

submicroscopic saxophones

and itsy - bitsy baritones.

He trained a few to treat a drum,

and all the rest learned how to run,

until at last they had a band

paragliding in the ant farm land.

And yet no matter where you stood,

or where you put your ear,

These little ants were much too small

for anvone to near.

Butter, Butter, Butter, Butter,

If you (U) go out and I (I) go in
What will happen ?

Ans : I will so bitter.

It is green in colour
It is kept in a cage anc

It can talk like us.

Ans: It is a parrot

Karan S Someshwar
I]-D

Riti Sharma
II-D

t':': 
".,

will go bitter.

Rtrffptutrs
It is white in colour
It eats grass

It gives us milk
It is worshipped

Ans : It is a cow.

It runs very fast

It eats carrot

It is very soft

It makes a hole in the ground

What is it ?

Ans : It is a rabbit.

It lives in the sea

It loves swimming
It dies when we take it out of water.

I put it in my aquarium

What is it ?

Ans : It is a fish



THE VE@ETABIIE tsAtrTLE
Singing under the tree was Mr. Tomato

But suffering from a headache was Mr Potato

So he hit Mr. Tomato on his head

Blood began to flow so very red

Not bearing this Mrs. Lady's Finger

Cried with anger, he's my favourite singer,

Then came in Mr. Police Cabbage

and said who has done this damage ?

Radish and carrot ran behind Potato

But the fat man fled in an auto.

Finally Mr. Onion caught the culprit

To the jail they had to submit

Then came the kind Mr. Brinjal

He said justice is same for big and small

He took the knife to cut his head

Then I realized I was dreaming in my bed.

tlv\iLt
Smile, Smile, Smile,

Smile in pleasure

Smile, in leisure

Smile at all times

Do not store your smile

Do not hide your smile

Do not feel shy to smile

do not suppress your smile

A smile can cast away all unhappiness,

A smile is great healer

and it is a wonderful gift
to share with one another.

IIOTICE BOARD
If you notice the notice on the nolice board.

You will notice that the notice on the notice board, Is not worth noticing.

TUR]I OFF THE T.U.
My father gets quite mad at me,

My mother gets upset. When they catch me watching our new T.V. set.

My father yells - "Tum that thing offl'.
Mom says " Its time to study " I'd rather watch my favourite T.V. show

with my best Buddy. ,Ta
ttsa 1LI

Pooja P. Khandale
II-D

Sakshi Saxena
II-D

Anchal Tyagi

II-E
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QUOTES
OVEI{COM I NG OBSTACI,F]S
A man of character finds a special attractiveness in difficulty,
since it is only by coming to grips with difficulty that he can
realize hi s potentialities.

KINDNESS . THE GRBATEST ATTRIBUTE
Kindness is a language the dumb can speak and
the deafcan hear and understand.

What you are, is God's gift to you.
What you make of yourself, is your gift to God.

POET
I know aface, a lovely face,

As full of beauty as of grace

A face ofpleasure, ever bright,

In utter darkness it gives light.

A face that is itself like joy.

To have seen it I' m a lucky boy

But I've a joy that have few others,

This lovely women is my mother

Prtrpti Si,ctrr

ILI:
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It was a wann sunny day,
We had nothing to do and nothing to say.

We were at the end of a boring day.
Suddenly Daddy fell into the pond.
We all bent over our stomachs and laughed.
The gardener slapped his knees gleefully
The dog started to bark.
The ducks started to quack.
I got a camera and clicked a snap.
'O' it was such fun, to see

Daddy fall into the pond.

',A4##' SAYffi F4R#- #SW
'Moo'says Mrs. Cow

I like hay
'Bow - Bow says doggie

'Bones any day'
' 'Milk says pussy cat

'And a nice fried fish'
'I says the bee

'Sip honey where I wish'
'Quack' says mother duck,

'Worms are best of all'
Baby says "A - goo, A goo.

'I like bread and milk, I do !

LIrs. P. Bhurguva
ILE ( Clrrts Tcncher )

Auond Buftti
II- E
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We have just read about an elephant working on a plantation.
We see elephants in the zoo and in the circus too
Let's find out what Circus elephants dream of -

What are they thinking ?
The Circus elephants,
as they tramp round the ring each

Do they wish that they
were far away
In the forest's leafiz light?

Where they'd roam at will
And could eat their fill
Far from human sight.

As the gentle giants
perform their tricks
The children stare with delisht.

But is it fair?
Should they be there ?

Is keeping them captive right?

night?

WSW.W
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Life is like Arithmetic
Joys to be added.

Sorrows to be subtracted,

Friends to be multiplied.

Enemies to be divided,
Make your life Chemistry.

Precipitate your soffows,

Evaporate your fears

filter your doubts.

And you will get

CRYSTALS of Joy

IIANIT TOMD RNOITD

4 Cups love

2 Cups loyalty
2 Quart faith
2 Tablespoon tenderness

I Cup kindness

5 Cup understanding

3 Cups forgiveness

1 Cup friendship
5 Teaspoons Hope

I Barrel laughter

Take love and Loyalty mix thoroughly with love
Blend with tenderness, kindness,

Understanding and forgiveness

And friendship and Hope.

Sprinkle abundantly with laughter

Bake with sunshine

Serve generous helpings.

l;-*i,,\{}l l,irrt
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School is like a flower that just blossomed.

My principal takes care of all of us.

My teacher is very nice, She teaches me well

And best of all I love this school.

ffiffiffiiffi ffiry,ffntuffi
While in Banglore, I went to the "Water World" with my

cousin. There I changed into my swimming trunks. We went into a

small water stream with the floating tube. Then I went to the

winding water slide. It was very scary. I smashed into the pool at

the end of the slides. Then I went boating, it was fun. Then I went to

the wave pool and sat at the edge of the pool. Then I went to an

umbrella from where water was falling from the top. Then I
changed my costume and went home happily.

DON'T FOR^ET

THE NATURE BLESSFIIT T|{0U01{TS

A flower says, crush me not
A butterfly says, touch me not
A bird says, catch me not
A tree says, cut me not
A monkey says, tease me not
A tiger says, shoot me not
The air says, pollute me not
The water says, waste me not
And they all say forget us not.

Where there is hope

There is happiness

Where there is happiness

There is health

Where there is health

There is prosperity

Where there is prosperity

There is work
Where there is work
There is achievement

Where there is achievement

There is glory
Where all these are

There is love and love.

Anjali K. Kumar
II-F

J.s.dipin
III-A

Deepak Giri
III-A



Due to heavy rains

Trees fell down

Birds lost their homes

And wet got the Town

Dust calmed down

Heat stammered well

This is the little story

Of the day I want to tell Krishna
I]I-A

Shurdul O:ct
III A

Yash P. Shu'ma
III.A

l'lY;AVOUnlil GAtfE
My favourite game is Badminton. It is

an indoor sport. Two or four players

can play this game. The equipments

needed to play this game are rackets

and shuttle cocks. Shuttle cocks canbe

ofplastic or feather. I have learnt the

rules of this game from my coach. I
play with my father very often. I enjoy

this game very much.

The name ofmy school is The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Pune. My
school is very big, it has a big play ground. There are many

games to play like Basket ball, Volley ball and Hand ball.

Our principal's name is Mr. Frank Freese. The Teachers are very

good. There are many students in our school.

I never miss going to school because I like my school. I am proud

that I am student of The Bishop's School.
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In our country there are many children

who go to work and earn money to feed their

parents. They work in match box factories

cracker factories etc.

Children should go to school and study.

Their parents should send their children

to school.

We must help these children,

so thatthey go to school.

I request the factories not to

give children any work because they

must go to school and learn and go

to work only when they grow

bigger.

Sakshi S. Bahadekar
III-A

Kunal Sawant
III-A

wwffiwffiffi#ffi
Neutron stars and black holes

Neutron stars and black holes froed the stellar cores that

remain after stars have exploded as supemovae. If the remaining core

is between about one and a half and three solar masses, it contracts to

form black holes. Neutron stars,if the remaining core is greater than

about three solar masses, it contracts to from a black hole. Neutron

stars are typically only about 10 Kilometers in diameter and consist

almost entirely of subatomic particles called neutrons. Such stars are

so dense that a teaspoonful would weigh about a billion tonnes.

Neutron stars are observed as pulsars, so called because they rotate

rapidly and emit two beams of radio waves, which sweeps across the

sky and detected as short pulses. Black holes are charactetizedby

their extremely strong gravity which is so powerful that not

even light can escape; as a result the black holes are invisible.

However, they may be detected if they have a close

companion star. The gravity of the black hole

pulls gas from other star, forming an

accretion disc that spirals around

the black hole at high speed,

heating up and emitting
radiation. Eventually, the matter

spirals in to cross the event horizon ( the

boundary of the black hole), thereby

disappearing from the visible universe.
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Two leopards were wearing
A tenible frown
They wriggled and juggled

And jumped up and down
ThEy TWISTED INSISTED

"I can count my spots"

They tumbled and grumbled

and tied up in knots

They growled and they scowled

they hadn't a clue

Then all ofa sudden

They knew what to do

They bounced and announced

And shook their paws

You can count my spots

And I will count yours.

Is tWFHRffi *W*$BW$W|ftry
If I were an astronaut, I would go into
space and explore. I would be on my
spaceship with my partners. I can pass the

black hole and the sun. I would land on the
planet Mars or even Jupiter. I will go to the

moon and get some moon rocks. I would
go to Pluto and check the temperature. I
would getthetitle as "Miss Romeetha, the

first person to land on Jupiter and Pluto.

She is from India".

llikhil Prasacl Raju
III-A

J.B.Romeetha
III.A

ltloopttr Antbre
III.A

RfDD&ES
1. Which city is unmarried ?

Ans. Kanyakumari
2. Why do cows wear bells ?
Ans. Because their horns don't work.
3. Why is a river rich ?
Ans. Because it has 2 banks.



l.
Ans.

2.

Ans.

3.

Ans.

4.

TJ|/E EAT
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Little bird upon that tree

come and sing a song for me. I am

sitting here alone, come and sit upon
this stone.

But the little bird said, "No"
mother will not let me, "go" you will
shut me up and I want to hoP about
andfly.

Srushti Gaikwad
III-A

The more you give, the more You get,

The more you laugh, the less You fret

The more ydu do unselfishlY

The more you do abundantlY

The more of everything you share,

The more you will always have to spare'

The more you love,

The more you will find

That life is good

and friends are kind.

Miss Annshrna Dubey
III-A

RtrPMfuffis^
What clothing does a housc wear ?

Address

What did the sock say to thc fbot ?

You are putting me on.

Why are potatoes good detectives ?

Because they have their eyes peeled.

What can vou catch but not throw'i
Ans. A cold

5. What goes round the world but stays in a corner'l

Ans. A Stamp.

lgr'$ HAyg $tN
My eyes are black,

My hair is too !

My teeth are white

I brush them, true.

My lips are pink !

My nails are too !

My ribbons are yellow,

I love them so.



rtutffiffiffieKffiffi
According to Hindu mythology

Rama was the eldest son of King
Dasharatha and Queen Kaushalya. Rama
killed Ravana and returned to Ayodhya
after fourteen years of exile. Because of
this we celebrate Diwali. We celebrate this
festival with great enthusiasm. This
festival marks the victory of good over
evil. This fe stival of lights is celebrated by
all Hindus and brings wealth and
prosperity in our homes. People worship
him athome and intemples.

rmffiwtrR
Bless us lord
Throughout the day,

While at school,

At home, atplay.

Help us to love,

And not to hate,

Bless our country
Our people, our state

PK/s"{;ff1 C*ryg.
;INRD XRA.ry

Rat, cat, talking, walking together.
but rat walking fearfully.

Pussy cat ! Pussy cat !

Do you like milk ?

Yes, I like it.

Pussy cat ! Pussy cat !

Do you like curd ?
Yes. I like it verv much.

Pussy cat ! Pussy cat !

Do you like fish ?

Yes, I like it very much.

Pussy cat ! Pussy cat !

Do you like mutton ?

Yes, I like it so much.

Pussy cat ! Pussy cat !

will you like,
To have a bell around your neck
Yes, yes, yes,

No, no, noo no.......

And ran away the pussy cat.

Harsh Santosh Sahu
III-A

Abhishek Chauhan

III-A
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Why do we sweat ?

Ahs. Your body works properly only if it stays at exactly the right
temperature 37 degree C. (98.6 F). If the weather is hot or if you do

something energetic like running or if you are ill, you start feeling
wann. As soon as this happens, your body sets about cooling things

down. Sweating is one of the ways it does this. When sweat

evaporates, it absorbs heat from the surface ofyour skin. This cools
the blood circulating beneath the surface.

Why do we feel hungry ?

You feel hungry when the level of sugar in your blood falls.
The liver releases more sugar into your blood, but it cannot keep

doing this for long so you will continue to feel hungry until you have

had something to eat.

Why is the sun yellow ?

The colour ofa star depends on how hot it is and this depends

on its size and age. Our sun is a star of medium size and brightness,

with a surface temperature of about 550 Degree C., which makes it
look yellow. As it gets older and uses up more of its energy, the surface

temperature will drop to about 4000 degree C. and it will look red.

When it has exhausted almost all of its energy, the sun will collapse

and heatup briefly in a white flare.

T|l IHETE.IGNEN
Ateacher is just like a candle.

That bums itself to give light to
others.

I was a drop of water you

made me anocean.

Iwas crude & youhelp refine me.

I was born imprudent you made me

prudent.

People may saythat God is one.

But I say there are two.

One is high in heaven above and the

other is with me,

Andthis only "You"

Apreme.ttan lt,er
lII.A
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Ans.

2.

Ans.

J.

Ans.
AT.

l. What goes all over the floor during the day & stands up in the

coffler at night ?

Broom

Never planted still it grows'l

Hair

What grows bigger the more you take fiom it'i
A hole in the ground.

The more you feed it, The more it will grow high

But if you give it water,Then it will simply die?

Ans. Fire

5. A riddle, a middle as I suprpose a hundred eyes and never a l1ose.

Ans. APotato

Anwesha Tomar
III-B

semootM
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My friend Tony
has a small pup
It barks a lot
and drinks from a cup.

My friend Mini
has a big hen.
It ducks at times
and has chicks ten

My friend Sunny
has a pet sheep.
It bleats at times
and jumps and leaps.

My friend Rani
has a pussy cat.
It means a lot
and runs after rats.

My friend Moni
has a piggy pet
It grunts at times
and has piglets.

My friends all
have pets one or two
I have my bunny
to play with too.

If you want to stay in school

Follow, follow every rule,

In your class you must not play

Do your homework everyday.

Wish your teachers whenever you meet.

Go to school clean and neat

Don't throw, papers on the ground.

Retum to mam always whatever you've found.

Come to school well in time

Leave the class in a proper line.
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I live in Pune. It is a large city. I have also visited my uncle

, ;;li.lr.r 
* Q viLlags near Nashik. I must say thpl 

1tv 
lite is much

. :- I Here we have -hetter 
pommuiiication, education'and other

'facilities. 
Cities.have lots of theatres, ice cream parlours.gardens

and parks. In.our ho.mes we'have the TV and the video. Mother
does noi have to work so hard as she rhakes use ofall the latest

electrical appliances whiohmakes her work much easier.

. When my' father comes home he is busy with the

computer. I learn a lot on the computer by watching my father
work.

When I grow up I want to learn more about the computqr.

'e.Y

\

I have a little sister,

I like to play with her.

She likes to play with her doll,

With me she plays bat and ball.

Sometimes we have arace)

At the garden behind our place.

She likes to dance and sing,

Wearing her pretty dress and ring.

She loves to apply make up,

As soon as she wakes up.

She is cute and small,

I love her more than all.

Rohit Abu
III-B

Komal Shahaney
III-B

Abhishek Chauhan
III-B

{lH-trH F'@m;f,U

tITTtE Mg
I am a girl,

With pretty little curls, t
I like to go to school,

Where we are not supposed to fool,

I will study hard,

And grow up smart,

I will be a success,

for I know I'm blessed !!

Would I be able to do this if I lived in a village?
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To be happy & gay

Always do the right thing & never delay

Flash a smile as you go by,

It'll make things easier & time will fly,

Try to help every one who calls,

Never speak a thing that is false.

Never try to spoil anybody's good name,

And, of course, do not crave for fame,

Share your love far & wide,

Your anger & hatred, try to subside.

Aw $$gt##

the afternoon.

Athomewepractise whatwe leamt at school.

Our future is made brighter only at The Bishop's Co-Ed

I wake up every morning with dreams in my eyes - I am happy

to go to school. At the gate our Principal

welcomes us with a smile.

The day begins with prayer. Our

teachers help us to leam our lessons

and languages.

Fun and sports is also a part of
learning. Together we walk, together we

learn, together we play at school.

We are disciplined & cared

for at school, we start at 8.30 in

the morning and end at 3.00 in

Rishika.Iain
ilLC

Mrunalini Sugosh
III-C
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We must be the change we wish to see in the world- Mahatma Gandhi.

Now more than ever before is the
need to protect our environment.
Environment means the surroundings
where we live and work. Environment
consists of land, trees, water, birds. animals

and air.
i'I' The air we breathe in is becoming polluted

because of the fumes emitted by cars. factories
and burning of waste. We must try to keep the air

clean by using proper fuel and smoke cleaning
system. Clean air makes us feel fresh and healthy.

Rivers and lakes are sources of water to drink, wash and cook. We must take care not to let dirly
waste water mix into rivers, streams or lakes. This way we can prevent water problems.

Trees give us shade in summer and also purify the air we breathe. We must plant more trees in our
neighborhood. Birds gather on trees and entertain us with their chirping. This keeps us happy and
cheerful. Ifwe cut down these trees the birds would fly away.

A healthy environment could create healthy and cheerful children. Let us pledge to prorect our
environment by planting more trees.

ffiqJffiwffiffi
Words of the \l'ise
You cannot be a writer unless you are a reader first. - Harry Golden
What you yourself do not like, do not do to others. - Confucius
The surest way not to fail is to determine to succeed. - Sheridan
The attempt to advise conceited people is like whistling against the
wind. - Thomas Hood
Years and smiles make the music of life. - Dr. S. Radhakrishnan
You must not believe all you hear. - Somerset Maugham

Sonal Jain
ilI-C

Prachi Bambarkar
ilI-C

$@ wffiw w
Deshbandhu
Gurudev
Netaji
Mahatma
Lion ofPunjab
Lady with the lamp
Strong Man of India
J.P.

Lokmanya
Bard ofAVON

C.R.Das
R.N.Tagore
S.C.Bose
M.K.Gandhi
Lajpat Rai
Florence Nightingale
Sardar Patel
Jay Prakash Narayan
B.G.Tilak
Shakespeare
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Here is an interesting quiz to test your lateral thinking abilities - Think!
THINK SMART ! Try to see if you can figure out the answers before

reading the questions.

Questions:
1. There are two plastic jugs filled with water. How could you put all of

this water into a barrei, ri'ithout using the jugs or any dividers. and still
tell which watercame from whichjug?

2. What is black when you buy it, red when you use it, and grey when you

produce a nice cheesy grin.

2. Quiz Time
1. Which of these foods contain protein ?

throwitaway?

3. Can you name three consecutive days without using the words Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday,

Thursday. Friday. Saturday. or Sunday?

4. Aman is wearing black ; Black shoes, so,c.ks, trousers, gloves. and balaclava. He is walking down a

black street with all the street lamps ofi A black car is coming towards him with its light off but

somehow manages to stop in time. Howdid the driver see the man ?

5. If a farmer has 5 haystacks in one fieJd and 4 haystacks in the other field, how many haystacks would

he have ifhe combined them all in the center field?

6. What is it that goes up and goes down but does not move?

Answers:
1. Freeze them first, Take them out ofthe jugs, and put the ice in the barrel. You will be able to tell which

water came from which jug.
2. The answeris Charcoal.
3. Sure you can : Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow I

4. Itwasdaytime.
5. One, If he combines all of his haystacks, they all become one big stack.

6. Temperature.

l.That's Astonishing

a. Sneezy Wheezy
On average, most children catch up to eight colds a year with each

cold Lasting 5 to 7 days.
b Every Breath you take

Injust one day, you breathe about 15,000 litres ofair.
c. Say Cheese

When you smile, 30 muscles work together so that you can

Aditya Iyer
III-C

Faraz Hariyani
IV-A

a Potatoes b eggs c fruit
2. What is the main ingredient in your body?
a watef b chocolate c blood
3. What are skin, hair and nails made of ?

b Keratin c Ivory

eU
a Plastic Answers : I (b) 2(a) 3(c)
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She is the one who taught me how to read and
She is the one who made my life worth while.
For she is the one who is so sincere.

She never discourages a child,
Nor does she hit a child.
For she is so gentle and kind.
She always motivates us to do our best,

she never burdens us with too many tests,

she always teaches us the best,

But also gives us a rest

She is so generous, gentle and forgiving,
She is always so loving and caring,
For she is the Teacher who deserues the bes1.

wnte,

Lljjvcl Dahi.vu
]V-A

DEFIN|rICNS
Atom

Classic

Doctor

ETC

Rumour

An invention to end all inventions
A book which people praise but do not read.

A person who kills your ills by pills and kills you with his bill.
A sign to make others believe that you know more than you actually do
News that travels at the speed of sound.

T-TffifrilT tr$ffi T*TilSSffi
Keep these three things in mind to fight for
Be good to these three

Keep these three under your control
Don't laugh at these three

Be ready for these three

- Freedom, Honesty, Humility.
- Servantso Elderly, Poor.

- Habit, Anger, Word.
- Widows, Orphans, Handicapped.
- Sorrow, Trouble. Death.

ttlS sclt!0!
My school is the best,

From all the rest.

It stands in the west,

Here teachers give us tests

My school is nice

It is big in size

The teachers are wise,

They explain every thing twice.
My school is great,

It has a big front gate.

There is no room for hate

Among our classmates.
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Do you know what I did when I was one ?

In my cradle, I had lots of fun.

Do you know what I did when I was two?

Out of the windows things I threw.

Do you know what I did when I was three?

I wanted to climb a coconut tree.

Do you know what I did when I was four?

I wanted to live in a toy store.

Do you know what I did when I was five?

I wanted to lear-n waltz and.iive.

Do you know what I did when I was six?

Cross words andpuzzles I liked to fix.

Do you know what I did when I was seven?

I wanted to soon be eleven.

Do you know what I learnt now when I am eight ?

I leamt. it is verv important to communicate.

RT}trLFg
1. If you had only one match and entered a cold and dark room where there were a fire place, an oil

lamp and candle, which would you light first.
2. Where can you find August before July?

3. What can you put in a barrel which makes it lighter?

4. Deadmen eat it, but if you eat it you shall die what is it ?

5. Which is the word that is always pronounced incorrectly?

6. What is it that goes up and down, but does not move.

7. Ram is standing behind Shyam. At the same time Shyam is standing being Ram. How ?

8. Rita bought 10 plants for her garden. She wants to plant them in 5 rows with 4 plants in each row.

How can she do it?

p
o

Ans I
Ans 3

Ans 5
Ans 7

The match
A hole
Incorrectly

Ans8:

Soumya Jayaprakash
IV-A

Sanjana Krishna
IV-A

,1"'u
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\ 7 n',, -./
))<1"
/.t \Ram and Shyam are standing back to back

RtlpbFs
Why did the little pony lose her voice ?

Because he was a little horse.
What kind of profit do fishermen have ?

Net profits.
What is the language of chickens called ?

Fowl language.
What happened to the cow that could
It was an udder failure.
What did the clumsy optician do at a

He made a spectacle of himself.

Ans 2 : In the dictionary
Ans 4 : Nothing
Ans 6 : Temperature

not give milk?

party?
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Some scientists believe that the universe
contains an estimated 100 billion galaxies.
The big bang explosion is thought to have taken
place some 13 billionyears ago.
The sun is just one of the round 200 billion stars
in our galaxy the Milky way.

The Milkyway is the galaxy inwhich we live.
Andromeda, the closest galaxy to our Milky
way, is 2.2 millionlight years away.
Edurin Hubble ( 1889-1953) Provided the first
strong evidence that the Universe is expanding.
In 1924, he discovered galaxies beyond the Milky Way.

6. Galaxies are huge families of stars held together by their own gravity.

,TA|LE
Have a smile on your face always.

A smile that you bring from the bottom of the hearl.

Forget about your soffow and give a smile.

A smile is something that widens your friendship.

Give a smile happily like the twinkling stars.

Asmile is like amorning lily
Asmile makes others happy.

Give a smile to show humanity.

Asmile to show love andunity.

Sctgur R Shukla
IV-A

Yesh Lekhwani
IV-A

2.

J.

LAUT,HTEK ( THE BEST MEDICINE)

Several bats are resting all upside down as usual except for one bat which was facing up. The
group leader approaches it and asked worriedly. " Hey man, is anything wrong ?

"No, everl,thing is fine I am doing Yoga"

Calling a waiter a man in a restaurant complains that there are no Arabs in Arab salad. After a

moments' s thought, the waiter asks " and have vou seen anv Greeks in Greek salads ?

Boss : you are asking a big salary for a man with no experience.
Worker : I know but it is much harder to do work when you don't know anything about it

A mother is waiting for her son excitedly on the

"At last you are home " Where is your report?"

"I haven't got it "How come?

"I lent it to my friend "

"And why does he need it "

frl "l4.

He want to sca.re his parents with it "

last day ofexam

-q#"
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1. 80% of earth's surface is water.

2. 97Yo of the earth's water is salt water in oceans and seas. Of the 3o/othat

is fresh water, only 1%o is available for drinking. The remaining2o/o is

lrozen in the polar ice caps.

3. 400 gallons ofwater are recycled through our kidney each day.

4. About2 gallons ofwatersusedtobrushourteeth.
5. About25-40 gallons of waterare needed fora tub bath.

6. Producing a Sunday news paper requires average I 50 gallons of water.

7 . It takes 45 minutes to produce one glass ofdrinking water.

8. About 1800 gallons of water are needed to produce the cotton in a pair
of jeans.

9. The decade 2005-20 I 5 is proclaimed by the IIN as "Water for life".
l0 . March22nd is World Water Day

SAVE WATER

Rr;tr&Fs
l. When is it bad to have a black cat follow you around?
2. Who makes suits, shirts and eats lot of spinach?
3. What's black when clean and white when dirty?
4. Which two words have thousands of letters in them?
5. Why is a river rich ?

6. What did one maths book say to the other?
7. Which driver does not have a license ?

8. What is yours, but mostly used by others?
9. Blind man can see one thins like all others. What is it ?

Answers :

1. When you are a mouse. 2. Popeye the sailor man
4. Post - Office 5. Because it has two banks
7. Screw-driver. 8. Your name

3.
6.
9.

Suvct,sis Singh
It/-A

Ujjwal Dahiya
IV.A

Blackboard.
Do you have any problem
Dreams

(DanusltE (D]F GItRItEt\]tt 0(D]N(D1rE1rR1rN

l-hc tiger is an inrpoflant contponclrt in ,rtrr

eco-systcnr. 'l'he tigers arc kept irr dillerent Natitlrral
parks like Corbett National Park, Kanha ancl Penclr

tiger rcserves. lt has been reported that the

population of tiger is decreasing very l'ast.

l-hey are killed by sorne people and their
skins are sold for high price. This causes

great conccnl to us. Every orre should
preserve our Natit-rrral Anirnal in order to
rnaintairr the balancc ol'thc eco-s1'stcrn in orrr

tirlcsts.'

Kausal Chattopadhtav*

IV-A
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As black as the ebony chair
As white as my grandfather's hair
As red as the rose near the wall
As yellow as the sunflower in the hall
As green as the meadow
As grey as the pigeon on
As blue as the sky
As brown as my dog who
As purple as the brinjal
As pink as the pig that will never be tall
As amber as the sunset
Oh ! Oh! these are the colours I met.

and drive away the fears.

my window

is shy

ssK8fi
l. Jimmy

Waiter
2. I{artr

Shvam
3. Father

Ram
4. Sue

Johan
Sue

5. Patient
Doctor

6. Bharat
Rohit

Waiter, there is a fly inmy soup.
Don't worryr sir ! the spider in the butter will catch it.
I lorv docs a flshcnlau rnakc his nel.'l
I Ic takes a hancJtirl of rrotes and stitches them together.
Ram ! why are you making holes in the book?
Because the teachertoldus to go throughthem.
I spent B hours on my Maths book last night.
8 hours ?

Yes I put it undcr rny pillow before I went to sleep lastnight.
How can I ever repay your kindness'?
By cheque, money order or cash.
ltohit your f ace is clean but how clid yoLrr lrands get so clirty'l
Whilc washirT g my lacc.

7. Once a illan was travelling suddenly a beggar appeared and asked him
for money. The man replied tliat he had invested it in a company and lost
all his money. Thc beggar replied, You invested. You lost your money
Why should I suffer"?

GOODWORD
Some words heal and some words hurt, some cause sorrow and
some cause mirth,
Some words kill and some give life, some job as hard as a sharp
knife,
Some bring hope to a sinking heart, Some cause good friends to
part, So think well before you speak a word.

RIDIDLES
I have no legs, but I always run. Guess who am I ?

What is full of thorns, yet sweet inside?

MOIUEY
Money can give you
A bed, but not sleep.

Money can give you
Books, but not brains.

Money can give you
clothes, but not beauty.

Money can give you
A house, but not a home.

Money can give you
Medicines, but not health.

Money can give you,
Luxuries, but not happiness.Ans.l. Time 2. Jackfruit
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1
l. A tripod fish can actually stand on its

two front fins and part of its tail fin!
A termite queen lays as many as

40,000 eggs in a day!
3. If a star fish is torn in two, each half

will grow into anew starfish!
4. A kick from one of the Ostrich's big,

two toed feet can rip open a lion's

body!
5. The albatross can fly for hours

withouthavingto flap its wings.

On the plains of East Africa there are many strong, reddish

Towers. They look a bit like lumpy pyramids. If you were to

touch one, you would find it as hard as rock. These

amazing towers are termite nests.

A termite tower is a home for a nearly a million of these

ant - like insects. Each tower is sealed-up. It is b city of
many tunnels and rooms. There is also a garden where these

termites grow their own food. This food is simple plants,

called fungus, that can grow in the dark.

The termite city is ruled by a King and a Queen. It is guarded by an army of soldiers and it is kept running

by a host ofbusy, active workers.

The workers do all kinds of tasks. They dig new tunnels. They build new walls. They tend the fungus

gardens. They feed the King, Queen, young ants and soldiers, and they take care ofthe Queen's eggs.

The soldiers only fight ,so most of the time they have little to do. But if a enemy tries to break into the nest

the soldiers rush into battle and drive it off.

The termite Queen does nothing but lay eggs. She may lay as many as forty thousand eggs in a day. In

order to do this, she has to eat almost all the time. So she grows big and fat. Some kinds of termite Queens

grow to look like a small sausage, and are so heavy that they can't move!

2.

Vineet lIarikumur
TY--A
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F -is for the fondness we share.

A -is for the mutual adoration.

M -is what we mean to each other.

I -is for the idle times together.

L -is for loving care.

Y -is because we are there for each other year after year.

R$#phffs
1. What goes up when rain comes down?

Ans - Umbrella
2. What starts with I ends with T and is filled with T ?

Ans - Teapot
3. What goes up but never comes down ?
Ans - Age
4. Which is the month that a goat can say clearly ?

Ans - May
5. Name the thing that have teeth but cannot bite ?

Ans - Comb
6. What is half O, fuIlO, half O, fulIO, half O, full O, and la

Ans - Cococola

Sovana Dash
IV-A

\l

make ?

FACT.'
1. Some hotels and buildings do not number the thirteenth floor. The number 13 is considered unlucky

because there were l3 men for the last supper - Jesus Christ and his 12 disciples. And soon after, he

was crucified.

2. Greek and Roman Gods are the same but they are known by different names.

3. Bones were probably used as flutes by early man. Bones with holes in them have been found in

Russia and Hungary and date back to 20,000 BC.

WsrdWN

ANS. - Clear, Consent,
Loyal, Natural, Perfect,

Dependable, Devoted, Dutiful, Exact, Faithful, Firm, Genuine,

Precise. Pure. Reliable, Sincere, Stable, Truthful, Valid

D E R U P T E R A E L c H

T S T S E W L o R o M N

R E E T H R o B N G H A
U R N E W L o F S A T H S

T o c I L M U T E N T E S

H M E E U B A F R c H S

F L R L N A D H R T N c
U U E M T B E D R T A W E

L F R L D T A G N T I X R

D I T T o I M U E A A P

F T R A L R L c P U F

T U E R R W A A T E R E G

L D R E T L L F R o D

Honest,
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Soumya Jayaprakash's dream came
true on 30" January 2005, when the little
beauty was featured in Sensations,
aprogramme by Surya T.V., a Malyalam
Channel.

The eight year old Soumya is a
student of class IVA, studying in the
Bishop's Co-Ed School, Kalyani Nagar.
Soumya loves dancing and music. She
takes training in Bharatnatyam and
cinematic dance forms. The little bundle
of talent has so far participated in five
professional shows and hopes to do more.

Soumya's proud parents, Sajitha and
Jayaprakash are both IT professionals
working in Hnjewadi, the pune Infotech
Park.

WHY STI]DENTS FAIL IN EXAMS.

It is not the fault of the student if he fails, Because the year has only 365
days. Typical academic year for a student.

6.

Sunday 52 Sunday's in a year. Which are rest days.
Balance 313 days.
Summer holidays 50 where the weather is very hot and difficult to
study.

Balance 263 days.
8 hours daily sleep means 122 days.
Balance 141 days.
I hour daily playing (good for health) means 15 days
Balance 126 days.
2 hours daily for food and other delicious (chew properly & eat) meals
30 days.
Balance 96 days.
t hour for talking (man is a social animal) means 15 days.
Balance 8l days.
Exam days as per year at least 35 days .

Balance 46 days.

Quarterly half yearly and festival (holidays) 40 days.
Balance 6 days.
For sickness at last 3 days.
Balance 3 days.
Movies and functions at least 2 days. Balance I days.
That 1 day is you birthday
o'How can a student pass?"

2.

a
J.

Sottrttyct Juyup ru kush
IL'.,.1

Ankit Sharmct
IV

5.

8.

10.
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1. There were 3 Men who opened a garage. Why did nobody come to

the garage ?

Because the garage was built on the first floor.

2. There were 4 Friends They were taxi drivers. Why did nobody sit in
theirtaxi ?

Because all the four taxi drivers were sitting in the taxi.

CRIQxsT
Cricket is often called the English Nations sport, though

it is not as popular as football. To many foreigners,

cricket appears to be a slow and rather boring game

but in fact it requires a lot of muscle and a quick

eye.

The players don't play at the same time, there are

eleven players on each side and the players on one\
side go and play in pairs while eleven on the other side

are trying to beat them. It's eleven against 2 at a time.
That sounds rather unfair. Cricket is supposed to be the

fairest game in the world. The players must never lose

their temper or complain even if the mistakes are not theirs.

Cricket's a good game for training people in courteous

behaviour, it teaches them how to lose a game without losing

their temper and to avoid selfish actions or mean tricks. In
short, cricket is a gentleman's game.

trHY ffiil$-$ffiffitu
My school is one of the best schools in Pune. It is The Bishop's Co-Ed

School which is in Kalyaninagar. My Principal's name is Mr Frank

Freese. He is averyniceperson.
We have a new school building. It is a huge building which has four
storeys, each floor has 12 to 13 classrooms. Each classroom is big and

spacious. The school has a big playground and a lush green lawn. We

play different games onthe playground.

The school begins at 8.45 in the moming and ends at 3 in the afternoon.

We travel to and fro by bus. There are many buses that pick and drop

children from school far and near.

Different subjects including computers are taught in the school. There

are more than75 teachers and 3000 children in the school. The teachers

are very kind to us. Staff members and workers take care of the school.

My school is a very popular school in Pune. It is a wonderful place to

study and have fun. I love my school.
il --?
li77 ILT

Tanvi
I I,'

Gyan Wprasa
V-A

A),u,sh Aganvsl
IV.C
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L New Delhi became the capital of India in 1 91 I .

2. Chandigarh is the capital of two Indian States.

3. Russia is the largest country in the world.

4. India is a country wherein many different
languages are spoken.

by most of the people all over the world.

IWSISTER
I have a little sister,

To me she is dearer,

Happy I feel, when she is nearer,

God bless! My little sister.

To school we go together,
My presence makes her feel safer,

Proud I feel to be her brother,
God bless! my little sister.

Evenings we play together
She likes to act like a teacher,

But she wants to become a doctor,
God bless ! my little sister.

She is pretty and fair
I like her curly hair
Her smile makes her prettier,

I love my sister JACINTA !

13xeo
l.Bobby :l can't tigure out this Maths problem.

Teacher : Really / Any five - year - old should get it
Bobbv : No wonderl I am nrne.

2.Teacher: I was very pleased to give you an 85 in the test . 4**,/
Student : Why don't you give me 100 and really enjoy yourself ?

Khushbu
IV,C

#
t'

Johan Jacob
IV-C

Manav Gidwani
IT/-D

\r#'
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l. Patient : Doctor I am going to die in 60 seconds

Doctor : Just give me a minute.

2.Patient : I keep thinking I am a needle.

Doctor : What's the point in that ?

naryilry
Can you find the 15 cars :

Ashwin Shyam
IV-D

Archit Khode
IV-A

5) Qualis 6) Maruti 7) Zen
12) Scorpio l3) Esteem 14)Matiz

Answers :

1) Santro 2) Sumo
8) Corsa 9) Balero
15) Uno

3) Opel Astra
10) Indica

4) Honda City
11)Lancer

6fr
W

N E o P E L A S T R A
S S U M o G W B A o S

K U N D C A T o C
M C P E U N D F P L o
A S o Z A D U M T A R
R E P R E o N A W N P

U S R A S N o T V C
T T o o U A L S E o
T E M P A L A Z G R G
P E T B A L E R o o S

T M H o N D A c T Y
S A N T R o T Y o S
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Navratri (nine nights) is celebrated

in the month of Ashwin (September -

October). Durga the Goddess of

Shakti (strength) is

worshiped and the devotees

ask for her protection. Her

other form is Amba Mata or

Niclhi Gupta
V-A

mother earth. An earthen pot filled with water and a silver coin

symbolizes her. The mouth of the pot is covered with a coconut

surrounded by the leaves ofAshoka tree.

In Gujarat, Navratri is a festival of gaiety and excitement. Women prepare earthen pots with

various pulses and then worship the sprouts for nine days. The temples are decorated and illuminated

during this period.

Every evening the women gather in open spaces or courtyards and dance the garba in big circles to

the tune of folk songs and the rhythmic clapping of the hands. In the center of the circle a burning lamp

called Garbho or Garba Deep is placed. It is a feast for the eyes to watch the brightly coloured ethnic

ghagras swirling around with the graceful movement ofthe body.

The younger generation participates in the Dandiya Raas, which is danced with a decorated pair

of sticks called dandiya. The beat of the music becomes faster and the dancing more frenzied as the night

wears on. The dance usually continues till the wee hours ofthe morning.
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The word monsoon has its origin in the Arabic word a

"MAUSIM" meaning season. Seasonal winds in South Asia, \ \\\
especially in the Indian Ocean blowing from the southwest L-

fromApril to October.and from North east from October to

April.

The phenomenon of the southwest monsoon in the

Indian peninsula occurs every year with clockwork precision.

the withdrawal of the southwest monsoon is a gradual

process that is completed over a period of 35 days, giving

way to the north east monsoon during the middle of

October.

Indian monsoon finds its mention in many ancient texts.

One of the most beautiful descriptions of the Monsoon can be found in Meghadoot - A sanskrit classic by

Kalidas, Alyrical poet of the 6 th CenturyA.D. In Meghdoot, the poet describes the arrival of rains over

Ujjain in Madhya Pradesh, on the first day ofAsadha (The 1 5th of June)

The monsoons are the very lifeline of the Indian Economy, and the onset of the monsoons is long

awaited by people for varied reasons; for instance, for a farmer it means a good crop; for a hydrologist it

means adequate replenishment of our water resources; for meteorologists it means recording the

accuracy of their prediction and amount of rainfall; for an urban dweller nuisance and irritation, and for

naturalists a chance to witness nature erupting into a myriad new life forms.

The monsoon is a global phenomenon though the extent of its development varies from region

to region. The 16-paramente long-range weather forecasting technique devised by IMD (Indian

Meterological Department), 1988 has been the tool to predict the amount and performance of the

monsoon.

Nitlhi Guplu
,,.4
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Walter Hunt invented Safety-Pin.

Elias Howe invented the Sewing - Machine.

Elisha Otis invented the lift.

Hubert Booth invented the Vaccum Cleaner.

Joseph Swan invented the light bulb.

Chester Stone invented the Washing Machine.

Samuel Colt invented the Revolver.

Joseph priestly discovered Pencil Eraser.

John and James Hunter invented The Ceiling Fan.

Orville and Wilbur Wright invented the Aeroplane.

Lewis Waterman invented the Fountain Pen.

Kirkpatrick Macmillan invented the Bicycle.

Dr. Percey Spencer invented the Microwave Oven.

Willis Carrier built the first Air Conditioner

Nikita Srivastava
V-A
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- EGO

- LOVE

. SMILE

- RUMOUR

. SUCCESS

- JEALOUSY

- KNOWLEDGE

- CONFIDENCE

f#]

Avoid it

Use it

Kill it

Value it

Wear it

Ignore it

Achieve it

Distance it

Acquire it

Build it

Naman Mander
V-A
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1. The most damaging one letter word

2. The most satisffing two letter word

3. The most poisonous three letter word

4. The most effective four letter word

5. The most pleasing five letter word

6. The fastest spreading six letter word

7. The most enviable seven letter word

8. The most nefarious eight letter word

9. The most powerful nine letter word

1O.The most essential ten letter word

WEW
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THE TRAPIT.E
The trapize was really high, as if it almost touched the sky' It u''as

challenging for some of us, we felt like going back on the bus. we clirnbed

so fast, the time flew past. Once we reached the top, we wanted to stop.

Once we heard our classmates cheer, we needed to conquer our fear. Once

we were up thefe, we flewthrough the air. We caughtthetrapize and we fell

on our knees. Once we stepped into the crowd, we all were very proud. We

were glad that we were done, so that we could start having fun.

FRIEN19g+IIP
Don't walk behind me,

I may not lead.

Don't walk in front of me,

I may not follow.

Just walk beside me,

and be my friend.

Rohan Putil
I/ /
v --1

Dhvvani Thakkar
V.A

REACT.I FOR YOT'R DREAIT4
If you welcome every mornlng

and the special chance it brings

to try new paths, to open a new door,

to look a little deeper and

to reach a little further,

to aim a little higher than before.

If you strive to fill each moment

with some beauty and some purpose,

to seek out joys that mean the most to you,

then you will greet each evening,

one day richer in contentment

one day closer to the dreams that you pursu

/;;7
{,



IVIY SCHOOT
My school is very cool

No admission for fools.

Discipline is the Golden Rule.

Silence is the best tool.

Oh ! reader, will you not take

admission in my school ?

THTOTJGHITS
Pen is mighter than a sword.

Set off thief to catch thieves.

He laughs best who laughs last.

Time and tide wait for no one.

Wisdom is to high for a fool.

One cannot pump the ocean out

As you sow, so you reap.

Where there is the smoke there is the fire.

Giving to poor is leading to'LORD'

Gaurav Gupta
V-A

Bg-elgag !7 oR AtoT
Early in the morning in the mid night

2 dead boys got up to fight

Back to back they faced each other

Drew their swords & cut each other

There a deaf policeman heard the noise

Came & killed the 2 dead boys

If u don't believe my tale is true

Ask the blind man who saw it too.



AIU AI}IOBIOGRAPINT OF A BAG
Hello ! I am a bag. Everybody

studies in a particular school, so they need a

bag to keep their books. The bags are of
different shapes, sizes and of different
colours.

I was born in a huge factory and

then I was sent to a big store where many
things were kept. I had many friends. One
day a four year old boy came to the store, he

wanted to buy a big fancy bag.

There were many bags in a row and I was one of them. The boy saw many bags but he decided
to take me, as I was the most beautiful bag. I had a red coloured body and colourful stripes and five
pockets. The boy's father paid the money and the boy took me in his little hands. He took me to his
beautiful room and kept me safely on a wooden rack. He carried me to school everyday and shared the
chairwithme. Hetookgreatcareofmewhereverhewent,andl feltvery secure. NowI am oldandtorn
from many sides, though he tried to stitch me many times, but all in vain, so the boy had to buy a new
bag. Now my master has bought a new bag. he is very happy with that bag but to my amazement I am as

happy as the new bag because he still preserves me and has not thrown me away. I think he still loves
me!

SPORTS TERMINOTOGY
Abatsmanwho is outwithout scoring is saidto have scoreda "Duck".
this is a term used in cricket. Terms of similar kinds are associated

Lalit Ahuja
I/I-A

Gaurav S. Charnalia
VI-A

with each sports or game.

1. Southpaw
2. Runout
3. Free kick
4. Ace
5. Breast Stroke
6. Jerk
7. Dressage
8. Basket
9. Spikers
10. Sweeper Back
11. Pommel Horse
12. Scull
13. Deuce
14. Cannon
15. Checkmate
16. Tee

17. Scissor
18. Jockey

Boxing
Cricket
Football
Tennis
Swimming
Weight Lifting
Equestrain
Basket Ball
Volleyball
Volleyball
Gymnastics
Rowing
Tennis
Billiards
Chess
Golf
Wrestling
Horse Racing
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Long long ago up in the sky there lived two little clouds. They

were good friends. Sometimes they would run about and play together.

Sometimes they would stay quite still together. One day they were

playing together. One of the cloud said'Let's have a race to see who can

run faster'. 'That's a good idea', said the second. "We will ask wind to join

in the fun."Yes, we will, said the first". Wind, wind, come and play with

us. We are going to have a race."

So the wind came and blew hard. As soon as he began to blow

the clouds set off across the sky. When the wind stopped, they stood still

puffing and panting and when they stopped they were side by side. "No Aditya Jadia
VI-A

one has won," said the wind. "Do you want to try again ?"

"Yes, please", panted both the clouds together.

"We must see who can win " so the wind blew and the clouds ran again. But when the wind stopped once

again they stood side by side. 'No one has won again', said the wind. "Do you want to try again ?"

"No, not a race," said both the clouds. "It is fun just running about like this. Blow much harder

this time, wind"
So the wind blew and blew as hard as he could, this way and that way. The clouds ran backwards

and forwards, to this side and that side. They ran faster, faster, faster, laughing and enjoying the fun until

suddenly...

Bump ! Crash ! They had run into one another with a loud notse.

They both began to cry Their tears fell down to the earth. The wind was sorry and asked the sun

to help. The sun was sony and called to the fairies to help.

The fairies were sorry and came quickly to help.

There were seven of them the first was dressed in a prettv red dress.

The secondwas dressed in orange.

The third was dressed in yellow.

The fourth was dressed in green.

The fifth was wearing a lovelyblue.

The sixth wore indigo.

The seventh fairv came last dressed inviolet.

They all ran to the weeping clouds and put their arms around them and dried up their tears. The

clouds soon stopped crying, thanked the kind fairies and went away.

But the dresses of the faries were all wet with tears. They took them off and laid them in a row

across the sky to get dry.

The sun smiled on them and from the earth the children looked up and said, "See, see, there's a

rainbowinthe sky !

And when their clothes were dried, the rainbow fairies put them on again and flew away. The

wind went away too. Only the sun stayed in the sky, shining down on the world.



A NSIT TO ELEPHflNTfl CAVES
During my summer vacations I went to Mumbai with my parents'

we set off early next morning to the Gateway of India. we took a ferry

from there to Elephanta caves. The journey lasted for an hour. It was a

very enjoyable ride. My sister was very excited to see the huge blue

waves. I saw Bombay High, BhabhaAtomic Research Centre and several

huge ships with the help ofmy binoculars.

we reached the green isle of Elephanta. A short walk uphill took

us to the cave temples carved about 1,300 years ago. I was amazed to see

the finest sculptures of Indian art inside the main cave. I wondered how

these caves were cut of solid rock ! These caves were car',ed during the

Konkan.

When the Portuguese landed on the island, they saw a stone elephant at the entrance and

decided to name the island Elephanta. The stone elephant was later removed by the British to the

Victoria Gardens at Mumbai.

Of the seven caves at Elephanta the main cave is the most important. It is dedicated to Lord

Shiva, the great God of Hindu Trinty. The gigantic figure of Shiva as the supreme God, combining in

himselfthe qualities of creator, preserver and destroyer, impressed me the most. How laboriously and

patiently our ancient architects and sculptors must have worked'

We came back feeling a sense ofwonder after seeing the majestic Elephanta caves'

Pranav Manerikar
VI-A

reign of the Mauryas of



THE BUCKET FITLING RACE
Once upon a time lived a proud rabbit and a sad turtle as he

always lost the race with the rabbit. once, there was a bucket filling
race. They had to make buckets, go to the river, fill water in the buckets
and pour the water in the jar. The race had begun and the rabbit and the
turtle were the participants. They had started making buckets. The
rabbit made two buckets whereas the turtle made one big bucket. The
rabbit was faster than the turtle. Then later when the rabbit was filling
his bucket his friend sam came out and said, " Have a drink, sreep for a
while. Everyone knows that the turtle is slower than you". The rabbit
said OK and slept for a while. When the turtle had almost
finished the race the rabbit got up and saw that the turtle
had finished filling the jar. Then when the judges had

finished discussing the winners they said that the

rabbit had won the race. Then the rabbit said " how
can he win, he,had only one bucket." The judge said,

"he could not carry the capacity of one bucket where as

the turtle could carry the capacity of two big
bucket". Then after that the turtle lived happily
ever after.

LIFE Is

Shreya R. Kadapa
VI-A

Life is an opportunity

Life is a beauty

Life is a dream

Life is a challenge

Life is a duty

Life is a game

Life is a promise

Life is a soffow

Life is a song

Life is a struggle

Life is a tragedy

Life is an advenfure

Life is a luck

LIFE IS LIFE

benefit from it.

admire it.

realize it.
meet it.

complete it.

play it.

tulfil it.
overcome it.

compose it.

accept it.

comfort it
dare it.

make it.

FIGHT FOR IT !

Esha Dhrangadharia

VI-A-.,D\
I
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V WONDER
"I" wonder why the grass is green
and why the wind is never seen ?

Who taught the birds to build a nest
And told the tree's to take a rest ?

O, when the moon is not quite round,
Where can the missing bit be found ?

Who, lights the stars, when they blow out
and makes the lightning flash about ?

Who, paints the rainbow in the sky
and hangs the fluffu clouds so high ?

Why, is it now, do you suppose,
that Dad won't tell me. if he knows ?

A'r'0 't
A-Avoid unnecessary talk
B-Bother always on useful work
C-Correct yourself when you are at faults
D-Drive away your ill feelings
E-Exchange fair terms with others
F-Fail not to speak the truth
G-Give not any of your secrets
H-Hope to build up a good forfune
I-Inject your mind with good thoughts
J-Join your fellow - brothers to defend the nation
K-Keep your self - clean and neat.
L-Leam the lesson of morality
M-Mature as much knowledge as possible
N-Never bend to loose your dignity
O-Overcome diffrculties with courage
P-Practice not to be selfish

Q-Quench your thirst with what little you have.
R-Remove "I can't " - "I think" and ventilate "I will"
S-Serve with all integrity
T-Take time management as sixth sense
U-Use your tongue for healthy talk
V-Virtue has its own reward
W-Win, Win
X-Xenial towards poor and old
Y-Yield not to any vices
Z-Zeal is a requirement for success.

Scherezade Dasture
VI-A

Sayak Ray
VI-A
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The lotus is an aquatic plant with broad

floating leaves and bright fragratt flowers that

grow only in shallow waters. They have large

roots with holes in them that can be eaten as a

delicious, crunchy vegetable. It has many petals

overlapping in a syrnmetrical pattern. The

lotus is the most admired aquatic plant with

its elegant bearing, graceful flowers and rich

traditional heritage. The lotus is intimately associated

with the sacred, the creation of the world, purity and beauty' It is

one of the best - known symbols in Asia. It is the sacred flower to

the people of India, Egypt & China. In Buddhism, the Lotus is

considered as a holy flower because it grows up pure and white

from even the muddiest swamp.

BOOI<
It's the book

The only thing you can't buy at one look'

It also makes you wise. 
,

And makes your knowledge rise.

It can be taken any where, to any place.

It is not meant to read with fear but with a smile and happy face.

It makes you free from your bad thoughts.

Buttakenyou in an adventure thebookhas brought.

It is better than television or any thing on earth.

It neither troubles you or makes you hurt.

A book can be taken and shared with love.

Which makes it as sweet as a dove.

Abook can be heavy, light or thin'

Which doesn't mean after reading it. you tear it or throw it in the bin'

Abook can be kept in the cupboard drawer or under your pillow and

can be read under a willow.

so let's all read a book with concentration and not with one look'

Zaib A Khan
VI.A

Indranil Datta
VI-A



A ffiQRA : tutWeke IS 60D ?
Once upon a time, there lived a merchant who did not believe in

God. He thought that people believed in God only because they were
told about God. If they had never heard about God, perhaps, they would
neverhave believed in him.

The merchant had a son. He decided that he would not send him
to school, but educate him at home instead. He did not want his son to
hear or learn anything about God. In order to keep his son away from
other children & people, the merchant built a big wall around his house
& his garden.

The merchant taught his son to read & write. He also taught him
all the subjects that were taught at school. He told his son about
everything, except the existence of God. He never even uttered the word
"God" before his son. He did not keep any relisious books in his house.
The merchant did not allow his son to meet other children. Thus, the boy never got any idea or
information about God. Years passed, the merchant's son was now twelve years old. One fine morning,
the merchant was taking a stroll in his garden, when suddenly he heard his son's voice. The merchant
thought "My son does not have any friends, perhaps, he is talking to himself ". Thinking thus, he
overheard his son's conversation.

The son was saying, " How great must be the one who has created the twinkling stars, the sun,
the moon, beautiful flowers, trees, rivers, mountains, animals & other fascinating things. How
beautiful ! How intelligent ! How wise ! How compassionate ! I wish to know him, revere him, love
him & worship him. I wish to thank him for his wonderful creations ". The merchant was stunned to
hear these words. He saw that his son was kneeling on the ground & saying those words.

"Who taught you to say all these things ? "asked the merchant angrily. "Nobody, father " replied
the son. "But don't you think that someone must have created all these things ? Don't you think that the
creator of these things must be great, majestic, intelligent, compassionate & divine ? Shouldn't we all
love this creator ? Shouldn't we all worship & revere him ? Shouldn't we thank him ? " said his son.

The merchant was appalled to hear the words of his son. He now realizedthatGod, the creator
of the Universe, is present every where. The merchant suddenly uttered these words in praise of
God. "This beautiful world O Divine Creator, is yourtemple.
Every moment, every place, yourpresence we feel; forever open are the doors ofyour temple;
The sun, the moon & the stars sing thy praises.
The poets have no words to describe your glory;
Whereareyou, OLord?"

Moral : God is the creator of the Universe. God is everywhere. Let us worship him.

ryUqffiffi
Salesman : This new computer can do half your job for you ! \ ,
Business Executive : Great ! I'll take two . I I

Aastha Sehgal
I./I-A

;::' l:;".::';':,'::: *:;;- :;-",, gn y tMohan : Yes, he got clean bowled.

Atika : Why can't elephants play cricket ?

Bhavna : Because the helmets won't fit them .

Eleven flies were playing cricket in a saucer.
Their coach said, "We'll have to practice harder for the cup."
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0tr / ENERSY CoNSERVATI0N
Oil and energy conservation has been introduced to India in the

mid seventies. Since oil and energy has been on demand, mainly in the

industrial sector, the Government has had to try and conserve as much of

oil and energy as possible and because of the big demands by the

industrial sector, this has beenvery difficulty.

Oil and energy conservation has also been diflicult because the

energy control gadgets are very expensive. Fuels such as petrol and Natusha puri

diesel have been diffrcult to conserve seeing that there are millions and VI-A

may be billions of vehicles in Maharashtra alone. In India there must be over that amount. Vehicles

need petrol and diesel to run them. Coal is also a means of energy and is used to make steel, as is iron.

Factories need a lot of coal and iron and most of all this will be exhausted in three fourths of this

century and it will take more than a thousand years to be made again or maintained by the earth since the

people of that time will still be digging for coal and iron. Bauxite, uranium and may be gold and silver

will also be exhausted by the end ofthis century at the rate the people oftoday are using these fuels and

means of energy. The rate ofpetrol and diesel is going higher almost every three months because even

though it becomes less and less people still need it for their vehicles, generators, etc. Crude oil is found

in places like China and is refined in Mumbai, India's minerals resources such as coal, iron - ore,

bauxite, uranium, petrol, diesel and crude oil are also used by other countries and continents.

India's mineral resources and means of energy are getting depleted and people will have to start

using other means of ertvironmental energy. The energy which is called environmental energy is Solar

Energy, Sun energy, Hydropower- Water power

and many others. The govemment of India has

named the fourteenth of December as Energy

Conservation Day. People of India and other

countries have been awarded for conserving oil

and energy. We must also do our bit for

conservation.



OIt / ENERGY CONSERVfrTION
oil is a fuel and itproves useful to us in our daily lives. There are

many kinds of fuels such as coal, petrol, kerosene and wood. All these

fuels are useful.

Oil has many uses, it is used to run vehicles, it is used as a

lubricant and so on. But oil reserves are diminishing. Fuels are being

used all over the world in big or small quantities.. Therefore it is

important that we conserye energy by either decreasing the use of oil and

energy or switching non-renewable resources with renewable resources. Non-renewable resources

that cannot be renewed, are generated once in a millions years. Non - renewable resources are the

fossils of plants and animals. Such fuels are called fossil fuels. Renewable resources are generated

continuously' Some examples of renewable resources are solar energy, wind energy, tidal power and

hydro power. It is easier if we take measures to decrease the use of fuels. Fuel engines should be

efficient. Fuels should not be burned unnecessarily. Energy should be saved wherever possible. Oil

and lubricants should not be wasted or used in excess. If these measures are taken then energy

conservation can be ensured. If we switch non-renewable resources with renewable resources, there

would be other advantages also. If we use hydrogen powered cars instead of cars that work on petrol

anddiesel, there wouldbe lesserpollution since there would be no combustion.

Energy cdnservation would begin a new era with lesser problems. We must remember that

energy saved is energy conserved.



oilisveryimporlantforadevelopingcountrylikelndia.Itis

estimated that within 75 years we will finish all the oil and petroleum

that we have. Oil is very useful for us and we should use it efficiently as

well as economically. oil and petroleum have been formed from the

plants and animals which were buried millions of ears ago' So, we

should use it very carefully so that the world does not become dark. Oil

ON NNERGY CONSERVATION

Gaurav K. Rupani
VI-A

is as precious as diamonds to us'

Fuel it is also a mineral. Even gas is very important so we should lessen the use of oil and

petroleum and use gas. We can use gas in automobiles as fuel. A company in Bangalore is going to

launch a motor - bike which is battery operated and sound proof. This type of vehicle does not

cause sound pollution as well as smoke pollution. We all should advise the government that all

buses should be run on gas and four wheelers and two wheelers should be battery operated' We

should use solar energy equipment like solar cookers and solar water heaters. We should make

food in air tight cookers in which food cooks easily and fast. Every one should eat together so that

there is no re-heating of food. We should use solar heaters for heating our water and there will be

no use of electricity. At traffic signals we should keep our engines turned off. If you need to go a

short distance, do not use your vehicles but go walking. If you have a car and even a two wheeler

choose the two wheeler . AlwaYs use

public transport rather than private

transport. We should conserve oil and

energy and we should Promise to

preserve our resources as well as our

minerals. We should use biomass and

solar energy to protect our minerals.



AmA"rfJe rA*TX
A) Wildlife & Nature

I ) A pouch of a pelican can stretch so much that it can hold 14 Kg.

of fish or l4 ltrs. ofwater in it.

2) A snail can travel over arazorblade without hurting itself.

3) A Giraffe's tongue is about 2l inches long and it can use its

tongue to clean its face.

4) The Australian sea wasp is the deadliest jellyfish. It can kill a

man injust aminute.

5) Atermite queen can lay over 30000 eggs in a day.

6) Thereismoresugarinlemonthanin strawberries.

7) The oldest living tree is called eternal god and is a sequoia (Californian Red tree) which has

survived more than I 2000 years.

8) The termite queen can live up to 50 years making it the longest living insect in the world.

9) An eagle can spot a rabit about L5 Km away.

10) Pythonshaveextremeeatinghabits.Theycaneatawholepigandfastforayear.

B) The Universe

I ) Antres is known to be the biggest sta4 which is 700 times as big as our sun.

2) Abell2029 cluster is the biggest galaxy, which is 80 times bigger than our milk.

3) Anew star is born in the milky way, about every 1 8 days.

4) The sun contains 750 times more matter than all the rest ofthe solar system put together.

5) There were 5 solar and 2 lunar eclipses in the year 1 93 5. This is the highest ever recorded.

6) The biggest uater on the Moon visible from earth is Bailly which is 295 Km. across & 4250 m

deep.

7) The diameter ofthe sun is 109 times larger than the diameter of earth.

As researched bv Pandit Kumar Runchandani
VI-A



SGIENCE
Science is an important way we learn about the world around

us. Scientific inquiry (or "doing science") involves observing our

surroundings, collecting information, generating original ideas, and

more. All these need to be clearly and precisely communicated when

sharing with others. What better opporhrnity to inspire writing and

practice good skills ! In fact, the process ofdoing science lands itself

to narrative writing. Doing science involves an opportunity to

emphasize the importance of conveying precise information in a clear

manner through the written word.

llr.D
Life is a mixture of sunshine and rain, laughter & pleasure,

teardrops and pain.
All days can't be bright but its certainly true.
There was never a cloud, the sun didn't shine through.
So just keep on smiling whatever is beside you.
Secure in the knowledge God is always beside you !

You'll find, when you smile your day will be brighter.
All your burden will seem so much lighter.
For each time you smile you will find its fine.
Somebody, somewhere will smile back at you.
And nothing on earth can make life worthwhile.
Than the sunshine and warmth of a beautiful smile !

QUIZ
1. The maker doesn't want it, the buyer doesn't use it and the user can't

see it. What is it ?
Ans. Acoffin.
2. Before Mount Everest was discovered, what was the highest

mountain on earth ?

Ans. Mount Everest (Itjust hadn't been discovered)
3. TanyaRao was born on December 27 yet her birthday is always in

Harshila Jagtap
VI-B

Bhavya Pande
VI-B

Shubina Roy
VI-B

Ans.
4.

Ans.
5.

Ans.
6.
Ans.
7.
Ans.

sunmer. How's thatpossible ?

She lives in the Southern Hemisphere.
A woman from Mumbai married l0 different men from that
none ofthem died and she neverdivorcedhow is thatpossible ?
She was amaniage Registrar.
Which is correct, the yolk of egg are white or the yolk of egg is
white.
Neither, the yolk of egg is yellow.
Under the Hindu Marriage act can a man marry his widow's sister ?

A dead man can't marry any one.
Howmanyanimals ofeach sex didMoses take ontheArk?
It was Noah who took the animals on the ark. Moses did not take
anv.

city



VHATARE FRIEIVDS FOR
A friend is someone to talk to, someone to laugh with and cry

with and also joke with, someone to cheer you up when you're sad and

someone to lean on when you need help. You want your friends there

when something great happens and you need them there when

something terrible happens. They're always there for you just like
you're there for them. A friend is someone you can always count on.

When you have a friend, you know you'Il never be alone. There's one

more thing to know about being a good friend, never take your friends

for granted. Always remember how fabulous they are and how lucky
you are to have them around. Because having best friends can be one of
the best things in the world.

It means having someone to talk to and someone to listen to,

someone to laugh with and someone to cry with, someone who's always

there for you because you're always there for them.

AND THAT'S WHAI FRIENDS ARE FOR !

Friend a simple word,

but what a priceless Treasure.

Olivia Magdalene
VI-B

OPPOSITE
If everything was opposite
why, less would be more
The poor will be rich
And the rich will be poor.

Aeroplanes fly underground
ships sail up in the sky.
Two will be single
One will be pair.

The tortoise, runs fast
The hare, runs slow.
The green light means stop
The red light means go.

If things were opposite
I would be you
And you would be me.
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Wffiffi WffifuWffiffiW ffi&ffi
There was once a man who was really unlucky so one day he

decided that he would find God and ask him why he was unlucky so he

asked every man and woman in the village if they had seen God, but
everyone said, no. So he went out of the village. He went forward and he

saw a fox. The man asked, "Have you seen God ?"

"No", the fox replied, "but I want to see God because I am hungry and I
can't find anything to eat & Iwantto askGod."
The man said, "I'll ask your question."

The man went forward & after some time saw a tree. He asked the tree,

"Have you seen God ?"

"No", replied the tree "but I want to see God & ask him why *y branches
are not full of fruits."
"I'11 ask your question. " the man said
The men went forward and after some time saw a young girl aged21 .

"Have you seen God ?" the man asked.

"No" the girlsaidweepingly, " Butlwantsee God& askhimwhylam so sad."

"I'll ask your question. " the man said
The man walked forward until he reached the end of the world. It was space. On an asteroid was a

really tall man wearing white clothes and had a white beard.

"Are you God ?", asked the unlucky man.

"Yes", the man withwhite beard replied.

"So why I am so unlucky ?" the man asked.

"You aren't", you are the luckiest person on earth. But your luck is somewhere in the world. You find it
and you are lucky. " explained God.

Just as the man was turning, he remembered. "Oh, I have three more questions".

After I 0 hours, the man reached the girl.
"Do you know why you're unlucky ?", the girl asked.

"I am not. My luck awaits me." the man replied.

"WhyamI sad?"

"You are lonely. You need to marry somsone. "

"You are a man, you can marry me."

"No, I am really busy. "

The man went forward until he reached the tree.

"Why are you so unlucky ?" asked the tree

"I amnot. My luckawaits me." repliedthe man.

"Why are mybranches not full of fruits ?"

"A treasure chest is on your roots, dig it out and fruits
will start growing again."

"Can you dig the chest out because I can't"

"No I'm really busy. " ,
The man walked forward until he found the fox.

"You got to know why you're unlucky ?" the fox pat
asked.

"I amnot. My luckawaits me." repliedthe man.

"Where shall I go to eat ?"
"Just eat a stupid man who passes your way. "
and the fox did just that.

Harshit Jain
VI-B



TIM I.TTLE PI,ANT

In the heart of
a sea, buried

deep so deep,

A dear little plant

Lay fast asleep

'wake', said the sunshine

'And creep to the light'.

'wake', said the voice

of the raindrop bright

The little plant heard. and rose to see

what a wonderful world may be.

Everybody says we need education.

I think education is like a light in a dark room.

Which helps us to see better.

It is like a walking stick in the lame man's hand.

Which helps to walk through difficult path of life.

It is like the rising sun from the east.

Which brings new hopes in our life.
It is like the flowers in the garden.

Which joins happiness to our lives.

Education is that best friend who is always there for us.

That is why education is a must.

ffi WilT
What is education ?

s)

FS}PLF g
l.What did one eye say to the other ?

Ans.There is something between us that smells.

2.How do you keep a person in suspense ?

Ans.I will tell you later.

3.Where does divorce come before maffiase ?

Ans.In the dictionary.

4.One sat on a pin but did not hurt him why ?

Ans.Because he sat on a safety pin.

S.What is the longest word in English ?

Ans.Smiles (there is a mile between the two letters S and

Reva Shree Baniya
VI-B

Aditi Vermct

VI-B



A tree makes you free !

I mean free from pollution,

it is the only solution
A tree can be your life partner,

ifyou are a good gardener

Plant more and more trees

search for good breeds,

Coz trees don't have creed,

So go home and sow a seed

and let your life breathe.

SSS$SS$$$ {N N,strSs$ffiSN
The Tsunami affected Kerala"

Tamil Nadu andAndaman Islands on

26th ofDecember2004.

The villases in these areas

were totally washed out.

People were left in distress

and despair at what lay, a

dead landbefore them.

Most of these people

depends on agriculture, fishing and

small business as their livelihood. The havoc of Tsunami left them

abandoned. Tsunami devastated their property like boats and nets,

land and livestock. The government of India provided admirable

supportto these victims, with some non government organisations.

My birthday falls in the month of Jan. I had donated my

birthday party savings of Rs.5,000/- to the Prime Ministers relief
fund. I had not celebrated my birthday so happily, thinking of the

foodless, shelterless children .

EDUCATION

Shuchi Maitraya
VI-B

Neha K.
VI-B

Priya Giri
VI-A

Education is a joumey

Education is a mine

Education is a movie

Education is an agreement

Education is news

Education is a sweet

Education is a jewellery

Eduiation is a game

rl-
l#t00/,$\l

it.

Enjoy it.

Find it.

Watch it.

Accept it.

Grab it.

Distribute

Wear it.

Play it.
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Hey ! do you know what makes my school so wonderful ?

Because it has people so beautiful ! Lovely kids who chirp & play, The
best of teachers, who show the way !

All above is Principal Freese who does everything with so much
ease. He is loving, he is kind.

God bless his energy and intelligent mind !

Our campus is breezy, large and wide, A magnanimous building
with a lawn behind.

Activities and facilities we have abound, to make us physically fit
andmentallysound !

our first Exhibition & Annual Day was a superhit. where everyone
contributed their best little bit.

we prepared articles for the school Magazine,& posed for the class

photograph with so much zeal.

Bishop's school is the best in town making students from all'ver,
known ! we have just started, there's lots more to do. Higher and higher
we aimto go.

MY DEAR BISHOP CO,EIT

Oh ! Dear Bishop's Co-Ed School, so big and beautiful you are

very-very young, but you are very-very strong.

Ahundred secrets you could tell of the children whom you love

Your confidence seems to touch the sky.

Though, you're as small as I. When I'm grown up too. I'll come
back to visit you. I'll see all other things will be changed, but my same

dearteachers will remain here.

Long live Bishop's Co-ed School.

Tt'i rtswrt n i l'o rr tl i t
I'I ('
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MOANAINSWTIRC
A volcano is a special kind of mountain that

actually builds itself. Scientists think that far

down in the earth, where it is fiercely hot,

there are pockets of melted rock called

magma which comes up out of the ground'

Once the magma comes out of the ground it

is known as lava. Lava may be thick like

syrup or as thin as watery soup, but it cools into a gritty rock. It is thrs

rock that builds the volcano the lava pours out of the earth, it piles up

into the shape of cone; with tunnel running down it's middle. The

more lava that comes out, the higher and wider the volcano gets.

volcanoes can erupt in different ways. one kind shoots a stream of

glowing lava high into the air, like a giant, fiery fountain' Another

shoots out solid chunks of red-hot rocks and cinders. Some volcanoes

pour rivers of lava through cracks in their sides. And some blow

themselves to pieces !.

t<

*

*

*
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nffiIffizll{ffi trffi$T$
The Sun is 3,30,000 times heavier than Earth. Its volume, the

amount of matter in it, is roughly I .3 million times bigger than the

Earth's surface.

Agroup of frogs are called an armY.

Fishhavenoeyelids. r/ -
Thebloodof ma

The b lood of ifrdfitiis yellow;

Thebloodof a lobsterisblue

The highest active volcano is Lullallaco Chile, which is 6,723 m

high.

Everv minute. there are about 6000 flashes of lightening around

theworld.

99 .6%ofAntarctica is covered with ice

Radhika Oza
VII-A

Sudhanshu Kulkarni
VII-A

Cats cannot taste sweets.

Ants can live up to 16 years.



SCIENCE QUIZ
1. Which creatures arc cariers ofmalaria ?

Options: a) Culex mosquitoes
b) anophelesmosquitoes
c) Tsetse fly

2. Which part ofthe human body is affected by the disease alopecia
Options: a) Eye b) Hair c) Nose

3. Which is the hardest tissue of the human bodv ?

Options: a) Enamels
b) The Liver
c) TheKidney.

Answere : Q1:b, Q2:b, Q3:a

11:1
'.i

1. Coin collection

Vishe,sh Ved

VI]-A

lonEs
Ql A) What is the importance of the year 1869 ?

Ans. Gandhiji was born
B) What is the importance of the year 1872?
Ans. Gandhiji was 3 years old.

2. Once a foreign couple and a village couple were travelling together
in a train.

Foreigner to his wife : I am your husband and you are my wife
The village couple tried to speak like them.

Villager to his wife : I am your hand Pump and you are my pipe.

RIIGHU

Teacher
A Student

Teacher

Raghu

2. Angle Tangle
One day in the geometry class

What do you call a person who collects stamp?
A Philatelist, Ma'am

Correct, What do you call person who collect coins, Raghu?

......A beggar

Sir
Raghu
Sir
Raghu
Raghu

Raghu ! Are you paying attention?
Yes, sir.
Then tell me, what is an acute angle?
Well, an acute angel is
....An angle which is cute

(a
'Gz-a



YOU I'T'ILL SUSGEEO
Read, but write more,

Talk. but think more.

Play, but study more,

I promise you will succeed for sure.

Eat, but chew more,

Weep, but laugh more,

Sleep, but work more,

I promise you will succeed for sure.

Hate. but love more.

Quarrel, but agree more,

I promise that you will succeed for sure.

TDIOT

Yashesvi Khatri
VII-A

EOTI
Cable TV brought nothing but trouble.

The power of my glasses is double !.

I began to stumble in my studies

and my marks even went down to eighties.

You can see people fight for an ox.

They even air the life of a fox.

All in a 2l inch... idiot box.
On the day of the exam, I faced the music

When I saw the match, I was thrilled.
Switch off the TV my mother yelled !.
So friends, avoid frequent TV viewing.

A good performance from you is more becoming.

*rl8effi tr!&ffiS$ &ffi $&hffi#J&*ffi $&ffi

Some students of standard VIII are known for the following

Sohan for intemrption; Varun for sudden eruption.

Meher for Shouting; Krishma for doubting.

Prashmi for relief ; Sohail for mischief.

Gulam for buttering ; Prachi for uttering.

Mayur for his jokes ; Surabhi for her folks.

Avian for correction ; Trishla for commenting.

Vaibhav for complaining ; Nuper for maintaining.

Shetrin for confusion I Prasthamesh for illusion.

Bharat for writing ;Akash for fighting.

Arjun for dealing ; Richa for healing.

Ethan for observing; Yashasvi for deserving.



DURGA PUJA

Friends share secrets

Which they don't tell

Friends share good times

and bad, as well

Friends share things

with one another.

That's because friends

like each other

Of all the happy things they are

Friends are the best by far

Durga Puja is celebrated all over

India in different forms. It is a very
significant festival in Bengal,
performed with lot of enthusiasm and

zeal.

It is celebrated on the first of the

Hindu month Ashwin ( September -

October). Durga is the Goddess of
Shakti ( Strength). Her other name is

Parvati. A powerful Goddess with ten arms holding weapons, Durga
sits on a lion. Symbolizing the victory of good over evil, she killed Mahishasura with her long trident (
spear). Durga Puja has over the years evolved into community celebrations, everyone contributes to the
community Puja. Huge pandals with idols of Durga are decorated for nine days. The decorations are
intricate and artistic. The idol is made of clay and hay. The eyes are painted last, so as to breathe life into
the idol.

Arti is performed in the morning and the evening to the sound of tinkling bells. Prasad of black
channa, puri halwa and fruits is served. On the tenth day known as Dashmi the idol is taken in a long
procession. Married women apply sindoor to the idol and bid her farewell as she is taken to be immersed
in the Hoogly River or the sea. The sound of conch shells and bells accompany her. During Durga Puja
there areperformances ofmusic, dance andplays, making this festival a cultural event. Famous Bengali
sweets, like rassogolla, mishti doi and sandesh are prepared.

FRIENDS

Nupur Gupta
VII-A

Neil Kulkarni
VII-A
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GIITJSS TIIItr NI]MIIIIB
Ask.a friend to help you with this number trick. Tell your friend to

think of a number and write it down without telling you what it is.

Give them the calculator tell them to :

enterthenumber
double it(x2)
addfour
divideby2
addT

multiplyby8
Subtract 12

divideby4
substract 1 1

Now you take the calculator substract 4 from the number in the

display and divide it by 2. The answer will be the number your friend

firstthought of
ffi

A UF4€RICK

There was an old -un fro* Peru who dreamt he was eating his shoe.

He woke up with a fright In the middle of the night.

And it was perfectly true.

JOKES

l. Notice on a shop window - Do not go elsewhere and be robbed,

try us.

2. Judge : The next person in this court who dares to utter a sound

will be thrown out

prisoner: Me ! Me ! Me!

Raju : God bless Mommy and Daddy and make Mr. Gaurav

Gowda the President of India.

father: Why?

Raju : Because that is what I wrote in my history paper.

Rajesh : Three fatmen were under a small umberella but none

them got wet.

Raj : Why
Rajesh : It was not raining

Jeunelle Rebello
VII-A
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A VOLOANO . IIIITTII AND IIITUIITION
AVolcano is a mountain that has an opening through which gases, ashes

& molten rocks are forced out. Undemeath the earth's rocky crust, is hot, mUrten

rock called Magma. The magma that pours out onto the Earlh's surface is called

lava. Magma contains large quantities of gases, including steam. When the

magma rises close to the Earth's surface, the gases escape. They push outward

with great force, showing a hole in the surface. The out rushing gases carry huge

amounts of dust and ashes up into the air. The tons of ashes form a cone around the hole in the Earth.

Lava pours out ofthe hole and runs down the ash cone. In this way, a volcano is built. The outpouring of

the lava, gas and ashes is called an eruption. Most of the world's volcanoes were fotmed several million

years ago. However, some have formed much more recently. e.g.- Mt Particutin in Mexico. Most of the

earth's volcanoes are found in resions called volcanic belts.

The Pacific Ocean is surrounded bv the bieeest belt of active volcanoes. known as "Ring of

Fire". AlSo there is volcanic activity along the underwater mountain ranges in the ocean, where magma

wells up from beneath to become new areas of the Earths crust. Not all volcanoes shoot forlh smoke &

ashes. Some simply pour out lava. Mauna Loa in Hawaii is one of these. In about 1500 B.C., in the

Mediterranean Sea, the volcanic island of Thera erupted. The explosion created Tsunamis that washed

over Crete, another Mediterranean Island. The great Minoan civilization that had spring up on Crete

was smashed. This disaster probably gave rise to the legend of "The Lost Continent" of Atlantis. The

ancient Roman towns ofPompeii, Herculaneum, and Stabiac once stood at the foot ofMount Vesuvius,

Italy. InA.D. 79, this volcano erupted and buried the towns and their inhabitants. Since then, Vesuvius

has erupted many times. In 1883 the volcanic island of Krakatoa in Indonesia blew up causing

widespread destruction and deaths of about 35,000 people. When Mount St. Helens, in the state of

Washington, erupted in 1980, spewing volcanic ash over much of the Pacific Northwest, only 65 people

lost their lives, but the climate of much of

the world was affected for a year.

Meher Legha
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Energy conservation had received total attention since the

mid 70's. The impact of energy conservation efforts are felt at avery

low pace as the commercial energy consumption per capita is low in

the country and efficient end use devices are costly. Recent rapid

increase in energy demand, mainly in the industrial and the service

sections has created a renewed awareness about the economic

advantage of energy conservation.

Prashmi Khanna
VII-B

Structural changes in the economy has led to the expansion of

the industrial base in the country and subsequently the increase in demand for energy. The

Electricity generation section has not expanded

at a desirable level. This has also supported a

renewed effort on energy conservation.

We can generate electricity in many

ways such as, generating itbyusing awindmill,

hydroelectricity, thermal energy, atomic

electricity and many more.

Energy drives growth and development.

Today, oil and natural gas and different kinds of energy are the dominant sources of energy. HPCL

is the second largest refining and marketing oil company in India with a turn over of Rs.526.05

billion ( US $ 11074 million ). The corporation has already been identified by the Government of

India as a company which has the potential to become a glob al giant.

Conservation of natural resources is defined as the judicious and wise use of natural

resources without wasting them andreplacing them wheneverpossible.

The energy conservation efforts in India have to be viewed in terms of sustainable local

energy resources. Small resources of petroleum and natural gas will be exhausted shortly and in the

medium and long term the import of oil and energy will increase.



ENERGY OIt CONSERYATION

Oil is very precious. It is useful in all spheres in our daily life. It is also

used as fuel for various machines. Energy is also very important. As the

law ofnature, energy can neither be created or destroyed and it can only
be changed from one form to another. There are various forms of energy

like heat energy, light energy, and chemical energy . Thus, it is important

to conserye energy in its various forms.

Conservation is the preservance , wise and proper use of
various non-renewable substances. Substances which cannot be made

and are available in less quantity are non-renewable substances. One

such important non - renewable substance is oil which is very important
to us. Oil was formed by the dead remains of plants and animals which were buried beneath the earlh

millions ofyears ago. Underneath the earth, under great pressure and heat, it was transformed to oil. As
it is also a non-renewable product we should not waste it but try to conserve as much of it as we can.

Oil is a very important and essential item of our daily life. It is of great economic importance.

The Gulf War was caused by it . It is used for household works . It is also used for cooking and burning
lamps and to smoothen uneven surfaces. But its most imporlant use is the Petroleum oil which is used

for motor vehicles. It is also the fuel for many other machines.

Energy is also an importantpart of our life. The various forms of energy are very essential to us .

Without energy, we wouldn't have been able to do any work or even move about. The food we eat, when

oxidised, is transformed to energy which enables us to work . Heat energy is also impofiant. Fire gives

us warmth in cold climates. It helps us to cook , roast and bake foodv. The sun provides us with heat and

light energy which help us to live. Light energy is also essential. It helps us to see various objects in the

dark. It is a part of our life and we cannot live without it. The most important energy in today's life is
electricity. It is so important that without it nothing around us would work. All the big machines would
stop working, industries would close and we would be left with nothing. Our household articles, many

ofwhich, require electricity, would not work and it would be dark at night.

Both oil and energy are very important materials in our lives. Thus it is very imporlant for us

to conserve them. The various means ofconservins them are.

Arnab Kumar Mahanty
VII-B

a)

b)

c)

d)

Not to waste them but use them just as much as we need.

Due to increase of population the consumption of oil is increasing thus we should try to
preserve as much as we can.

We should try as much as we can to conserve the various forms of energy.

The cost of oil and energy is rising due to their decrease in quantities. Thus we need to conserye

as much oil and energy as we can so that we can use them for a longer time before their

extinction.
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When there is a scarcity of something we understand its

importance. This condition is applied to Oil.

We have been wasting oil for so many years and so now, when it

is scarce, we have understood what it means to us. Petrol is made from

unrefined or crude oil. Crude oil comes from plants and animals that

lived millions of year ago. Oil is not a mineral. It is made from things

which were once alive. Oil is found in places where once there were Romana Jim D'sottza
VII-B

seas and oceans.

Oil was found seeping up between rocks, Petroleum is so important that it has been nicknamed 'Black

Gold'. We understand its importance but are doing nothing to conserve it. The appeal of alternative

energy sources such as gas and nuclear power is that they are, unlike oil, inexhaustible and pollution

free.

The technology for harnessing them effectively, however, is still in its infancy and, as yet, relatively

expensive. The three major energy sources being explored by scientists around the world are the sun

the winds and the tides.

Finding substitutes is one of the best ways of conserving fuel and petrol. Why can't we walk just a

short distance rather than using a four - wheeler or a two - wheeler. Using bicycles is also an easy way

of saving petrol. Saving petrol and oil is very crucial.

We can use solar cookers rather than wasting gas on the stove. Oil is used even for lubricating parts of

vehicles. Without oil and gas we would not be living a comfortable life. We use them for our

country's defence too. Wasting such important resources when our country needs them is very

shameful.

Petrol is becoming more and more expensive and as the quantity lessens the prices rise higher. We can

survey and do something about this crisis. Using a considerable quantity of petrol and oil will help us

in the future. We must not be selfish and should think about our future generations. They have a right to

live a comfortable life like we do.

We must save petrol before its too late. We would face many difficulties and our life would take on an

enoilnous change. There should be advertisements on television, newspapers and on the radio.

Together we can and we will conserye petrol, fuel and other important resources. Remember, if you

cannot create even one drop of oil then why waste it ?
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Guluntahbus R. Dhulla
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Imagine getting up in the morning, and sitting for breakfast without a newspaper !. From the bedroom
you hear the voice of the announcer over the radio telling you of the day's disasters. Just plain
statements of facts, no details. No photographs. No editorials. no snide comments, no bouquets. no
brickbats. Howboring itwouldbe !.

Nothing like a good full-coloured account ofwho won the elections and who didn't. And what Shrimati
so and so has to say about 'No Tobacco Day'. Or which jobs are available or which aren't. The TV news
announcer will only state a few facts and show one old idle photograph and that's that. No sports
column. No comics. No crosswords. In facts, no leisurely reading with all the time in the world.

But, on the other hand, one would wake up without a feeling of impending disaster. Like Browning we
will say' " God's in his heaven, all's right with the world ". No pre-election surveys and no analysis of
election results. No analysis of India's improved performance at the World Cup by ace cricketers. No
predictions ofdoomby astrologers. No yellowjoumalism!.

How wonderful to greet a world without earthquakes and crimes and killings on war-fields. What a
relief to step out of the house without knowing that train services might be disrupted or that an air-strike
has grounded all planes. How nice not to know that tomorrow the price of gold might fall, so that you
can blithely buy as much gold as you want today.

Indeed, we have become so used to getting news of the world ready made that we can only imagine
what would happen if there were no newspapers. But I doubt if we would be able to accept such a

situation.
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Smiling is infectious, you catch it like flu,

when someone smiled at me todaY

I started smiling too

I passed around the corner

And someone saw my grin

When he smiled, I realised

I 'd passed it on to him

I thought of that smile, then Irealized its worth,

A single smile just like mine,

could travel around the earth

So, next time you feel a smile begin

Don't leave it undetected,

Let's start an epedemic quick,

And get the world infected

3.

AT.

Manasi Pentu
VIII,B

IOKES
AMan gets ready, wears a tie, a coat, goes out climbs a tree, and sits

on the branch regularly. Aman asks why he does this?

The Man : "I've been promoted as the Branch Manager" '

AMan tells his friends "come to my house " Nobody will be there

....... Friends go to his house, and there was nobody at home'

A Man lecturing on population - In India

after every 10 seconds, a woman gives birth to a kid.

AMan stands up- we must find and stop her !.

AMantoldhis servant: Go andwatertheplants .

TheMan : Itis alreadyraining
AMan : so what, take anumbrella and go.

AMan finds the answer of the most diffrcult question ever - what

will come first, Chicken or egg? - O yaar,what ever you order first

will come first.

Post man : I have to come 5 miles to deliver this packet to you'

Man : Why did you come so far? You could have posted it'

Karishma Kushikar
VII-A
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FUN WITH THE RADIO
The incident happened to me a few months ago, while tuning the

radio . I was attracted by the commentary of a boxing match. All of a

sudden, it was intemrpted by a cooking programme' The cooking

programme interrupted the commentary from time to time, making it

sound rather amusing.

And there is clay round and round in the oven. Tyson punches a

right on the icing sugar. Clay is angered by the punch and returns a plate

fulI of cheeries'. The two of them dance in the bowl of butter which is

constantly stirred till clay has Tyson in the pudding with some apricots

and biscuits too. Now Tyson is in the chopped nuts and dried raisins with

a teaspoon of baking powder but is driven back'

AngeredbythismoveTysonpourssomemilkandwateronto
Clay's face and this time Clay is in the bowl of pudding till it is counted.

Thus, the angry crowd is stirred with a big spoon' Tyson is put into the

oven as theWinner.

ffiE PfS*It *t$€f
I am a little pencil

My name is Hand B.

I lie upon the mantle Piece

for every one to see.

I'm handled 40 times a daY,

It is a weary life.

And when my wits are rather dull,

I am sharpened with a knife.

I scrawl when TommY has me,

and I draw all sort ofthings

from submarines and aeroPlanes

To cabbages and kings'

I write a lovely letter,

When Mr. Parker is about

and if by chance I make mistakes

Mr. Parkar rubs them out ,

and when the Knife begins on me

I ache in every joint.

I put it that way because

You are sure to see the Point.

IJmang Sehgal
WI-C

Mahesh Balaii Ande
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B€ ?ROUD TO B€ INDIAN

A man who believes in himself and not circumstances is the real
winner"

SwamiVivekananda

Please go through the below mentioned facts, which win make
you proud to be an Indian:-

Who is the co-founder of Sun Microsystem?
Mr.VinodKhosla

who is the creator of Pentium chip ( 90oh of the today's computer
runonit)

Mr.VinodDham

We Indians are the wealthiest among all ethnic groups in
whites andthenatives.

Who is the third richest man in the world ?

According to the latest report on Forfune Magazine, he is Mr RREMJI who is the
CEo of the Wipro Industries in the year 2000. Some say that it is Mr Lakshmi Mittat as
published in 2005.

Who is the Creator and the founder ofhotmail? ( World's No. 1 Web based E-mail program )
Mr. ShabbirBhatia latersold onto Microsoft.

Who is the President of Ar & T - Bell Labs ( At & T -Bell Labs is the creator of program
languages such as C C++;

Mr.Arun Netravalli

Who isthe GM ofHewlettpackard ?

MrRajivGupta

Who is the new MTD ( Microsoft Testing Director ) ofWindow 2000, responsible to iron out all
initialproblems?

Mr. SanjayTejwrika

who are the chiefExecutives of citi Bank, Mcknensey and Standard chartered ?
Mr. Victor Menzes, Mr. Raj at Gupta and Rana Talwar.

Rahul S Deshpande
VIII-B

America, even faring better than

There are 3.22millions oflndians in USA( 1.5% ofpopulation ).
yet,
3 8% of doctors in USA are Indians
12% Scientists in USAare Indians
36% of NASA Scientists are Indians
34Vo ofMicrosoft employles are Indians.
28% of lBMemployees are Indians
17 Yo oflntel scientists are Indians
l3olo ofxerox employees are Indians
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IIORI,D IIISTOITY IUOTS /TIIOUT INDIA

India never invaded any country in her last 1005 years ofHistory.

Indian invented the number system. Aryabhatta invented zero.

The world's first university was established in Takshila in 700 B.C. More than 10500 students

from all over the world studied more than 60 subj ects .

The University of Nalanda built in the 4th Century BC was one of the greatest achievements of

ancient India in the field of education.

According to the Forbes Magazine. Sanskrit is the most suitable language for computer

software.

Ayurveda is the earliest school ofmedicine known to humans.

The art of navigation was bornin the riybr Sindh 5000 years ago. The very word "Navigation" is

derivedfromthe Sanskritworld'\avgafth",

Budhayana first calculated the value of pi and he explained the concept ot'what ls now known as

i "' t' :"- ' '''thePlhagoreanTheorem ....:. :.. ' - ',:,. .'r .,

.ry and Calculusi. iorne frqn India. Quadratic Equations were byAlgebra. Trigonomel .

Sridharacharya in the 1 lth Cedtury.

The larsest numbers the Greeks and the Romans used were 106 . whereas lndians used numbers

asbigas1053. ,''i _t 1

Until I 896, India was the only source o-f'diarilonds.to the World.

USAbased IEEE has proved that.thb pioneer ofwiiete.t communication was Professor Jagdish

BoseandnotMacroni. ',,,r1' ,::

The earliest reservoir and dain for iqr;gation was built in Saurashtra.

Chess was invented in India. " ',.:, 
" .,,

Sushtra is the father of surgery:,2fOO years ago he and health scientists of his time conducted

surgeries like cesareans, cataract, figctures andurinary stones.

Usage of anesthesia was well know1t'in ancient India.

When many cultures in the world were only nomadic forest dwellers over 5000 years ago,

Indians established Harappan culture in Sindhu Valley.

The place value system and the decimal system were developed in India in 100 B.C

. SAY PROUDLY I AM AN INDIAN

Convey these facts to every INDIAN'

Rahul S Deshpande
VIII.B
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THE VATUE OF DISCIPTINE
Imagine the sun not rising in the morning or the moon failing to

shine at night, the wind not blowing and the rains missing us after the
scorching heat.

Imagine half the drivers deciding to drive through red light with
the other halt deciding to be disciplined and drive when it is green. would
it not make our lives miserable ?

Thus for the world to function smoothly and efficientlv. all
people have to lead a disciplined life.

All of us are required to do some work during the day. To do this
work, we are asked to observe certain rules. observing the rules for any
work is called discipline.

I am disciplined if I come to school on time everyday, and do all
the studies and homework given to me. while in school, I have to observe
all the rules of the school.

For most adult, discipline comes automatically. youngsters

should understand the necessity of observing rules and must accept the
authority and obey the orders, that parents, teachers and elders inoculate
inthem.

Discipline makes it possible for all of us to utilise our time,
energy and resources in a better way. Discipline helps the world to
function smoothly.

SE&R&@@K E@EMES
Sir Arthur Canon Doyle

Sherlock Holmes is the best loved creation of the Scottish writer
of detective stories, sirArthur canon Doyle (1s59-r930), who studied
medicine inEdinburg.

Doyle's general practice failed and after a stint as an oculist in
London, which also failed to remove his poverty, he took to writing
fiction.

The detective stories featuring Holmes and his friend Dr. John

watson have changed the way modern crime approaches detective
fiction.

Sherlock Holmes was so loved by readers that when Doyle, tired
of the popular character, killed him ofl there was such nationar dismay
that he had to be brought back to life in 1903.

Till today, we read these books. The popularity of the

Kevin Sam
I/III-B

Romana D'souza
VIII-B
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The elephant, the largest living land animal on earth, has

intrigued and interested man from time immemorial. The great animals

immense size, strength and intelligence has meant that it has played a very

imporlant role in the economy, culture and religion of the countries,

where it is found. The word "Elephant" has both Greek and Latin origins.

In Greek "Lephos" represents an antlered stag or beast. The Latin roots of
the word can be traced to two separate words - "ele" meaning arch and

"phant" meaninghuge.

Some knowing points about Elephants

l) Elephants cannotjump.
2) Male elephants have tusks and the females have tushes.

3) An elephant's tooth canweightupto three kilograms.

4) Elephants have been known to leam upto 60 commands.

5) Interestingly, the Asian Elephant is more closely related

to the extinct mammoth than to the African Elephant.

6) The African Elephant has four toes each on the front feet

and only three each on the back.

7) Elephants cry, play, have incredible memories and they

laush !

Dhavun Dave
VIII-B

CHIIDRSN TfARN WHAT THEY LIVF

If a child lives with Criticism,
He leams to condemn.

If a child lives with Hostility
He learns to fight

If a child lives with Ridicule
He learns to be shy

If a child lives with Shame

He learns to feel guiltY
If a child lives with Tolerance

He learns to be Patient
If a child lives with Encouragement

He learns confidence

If a child lives with Praise

He learns to apPreciate

lf a child lives with Fairness

He learns justice

If a child lives with Security
He learns to have faith

If a child lives with Approval
He leams to like himself

If a child lives with Acceptance and Friendship, I

Rahul Deshpande
VIII-B
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He learns to find love in the word.



AtI. N83UI YEUR IENSICN
One moment you are in tension,

You will loose your attention

You are in total conlilsion.

You will feel irritation.

You will spoil personal relation.

You will not get cooperarion.

Your BP may give room for caution.

You may have to take medication.

Instead, understand the situation.

Try to think about the solution.

Many problems oan be solved by discussion.

It will work out better relations in your profession.

If you understand my intention.

You will never come to tension II

FNOENESSIUE HRNI!H
Arise and awake stop not till the goal is reached !

Be Heroes ! your country needs heroes !

And stand firm like a rock.

The quote of famous philosopher Vivekanand gives a lot of
insight and very good guidance to the young and future citizens of India.

Now the younger generation of our country is under the high influence of
social evils like terrorism, drug addiction, gambling and various deviated

attitudes.

It is the responsibility of our young generation to build a strong

nation and place it on the highest peak in all spheres. For that, alr we have

to do is to develop confidence in ourselves and fight against all social

evils with a united efforl to make a progressive nation.

Love and affection, unity and team work make a path for A
peaceful nation. The Americans built America, The Germans built

Germany, The Japanese built Japan, like wise all our young generation

has to work hard with dedication to make our nation really "Mera Bharat

Mahan".

lrnuh Kunrar lvhhuntt
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J.K. (Joanne Kathleen) Rowling has written fiction since

she was a child, and always wanted to be an author. Her parents

loved reading, and their house in chenstow was full of books. In

fact J.K.Rowling wrote her first 'book' at the age of six - a story

about a rabbit called'RABBIT'.

The idea for Harry Potter occurred to J'K'Rowling on the

train from Manchester to London where she says Harry Potter Just

strolled into my head fully formed' and by the time she arrived at

King's Cross, many of the characters had taken shape' During the next five years she outlined the

plots for each book and began writing the first series, Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone

which was first published by Bloomsbury in 1997 .The other Harry Potter titles - Harry Potter

and the Chamber Of Secrets, Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, Harry Potter and the

Goblet of Fire, Harry Potter and the order of the Phoenix and now the latest Harry Potter and the

Half Blood Prince, followed. J.K.Rowling has written two other companion books, Quidditeh

ThroughAges andFantastic Beasts andwhere to FindThem, in aid of comic Relief'

P.S. I recommend all the kids, parents, grandparents and teachers to please read all the Harry

potter books. once you start reading, I guarantee you will love reading it.

Saumya Raw'at
VIII-C
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This May 2lst, I completed my first year in India, since I
moved from the u.S- I have reaily enjoyed myself in this one year. I
have made many new friends and leamed many new things in my
school. of all things, the one thing that I have really liked the most and

cannotwait to celebrate again, is Holi.

This was my first Holi that I cerebrated. I had a lot of fun. The

colours and the water were great. My grand parents also visited pune

for my first Holi. We spent the day playing Holi with my parents, grand

parents and my neighbours. we were careful not to play Holi with those

who didnotwishtoplay.

while I learned about Holi and enjoyed celebrating it. I missed
Halloween, people in India do not celebrate Halloween. Just like Holi, it is a
lot of fun. Ever since I can remember, I have always cerebrated

Halloween. Every year on 3lst October, all the children in our -*\
neighbourhood would get together with their parents ut onff$
the neighbour's homes. All of us would wear different costumes - 

,

some would dress up as animals and others as super heroes. After a
little party at one of our homes, we would set out for "trick - or - treat,,

with our parents, we would go only to those houses which had a

jacko lantern (an empty pumpkin with a candle in it) and knock on

the doors. When the person opened the door we would scream,

"Trick or Treat! " The person would always give us a treat _

mostly candy, which we would stuffin our bags and bring
home with us. On Halloween night instead of dinner we

would have candy because we would have collected so

muchof it.

In Denver, by October 3l st, it is very cold and

many times we had to walk in snow and sometimes on ice.

At times we slipped on the ice but we never cried as we enioyed

ourselves to the fullest.

This year I plan to teach my friend about Halloween so we
can celebrate here together and I will not miss it any more.

Ashad Hajela
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A festival I enjoy is Ramzan. It is one of the

great festival of Muslims

This is a thanks giving occasion of having

fulfilled Allah's commands. On that happy day we

put on our best clothes and prepare delicious

deserts. Alms are given to the poor. Muslims greet

and hug each other. I invite my friends for lunch.

After lunch,I play with my friends and enjoy my

festivalverymuch.

li.,i,1
'1

Pavan Anandani

J0l(gs
Son

Father

Son

Father

Son

Father

Son

Sangeet - Krishna
Abus traveller found a halfticket being issued to a co-passenger and

wanted one for himself too. The conductor stated that Il2 tickets were,

only for those with 112 pants and since he had on fulI pants, only a full
ticket could be issued Promptly the passenger replied --
ll2pant
Full pant

So No pant

LgVg AND Rrg$prggf pAR'gilf S

I love and respect my mother and my father.

I listen to their words of advice.

For I know I will find no other, who will love me with a love so true.

i will always be kind to my mother and father.

And live up to their expectations.

By fulfilling all their dreams.

For I know no other who will love me as much as they do.

"Dad, who is more intelligent - a father or a son ?"

"Father, ofcourse.

'No, its the son who is more intelligent'

'And how is that ?'

' Okay, who discovered the steam engine ?'

'James Watt'

'Why not his Dad ?'

1\2 ticket

Full ticket

No ticket !



KIDS WHO ARE DIFFERENT

Here are two kids who are different,

Kids who always don't get A's,

Kids who have ears

Twice the sizes of their peers,

And noses that go on for days.

Here are two kids who are different,

Kids they call crazy or dumb,

Kids who don't fit,
With the guts and the grit,

Who dance to a different drum.

Here are two kids who are different,

Kids with a mischievous streak.

For when they have grown,

As historv has shown.

It's their difference that makes them unique.

TIAPPYIVIOTIIHR'$ T}AY

As I sit by my bed thinking about my mother I wonder ......... is this not the

best thing God had made ? Sitting there still, into memories I wonder and

realizethat yes this is definately the best work of art God made. Amother

is apersonwho gives, gives and only gives. Butmindyou ! what she gives

us is not materialistic. She gives us unconditional love until she lives. She

listen to all our problems and shares her thoughts and advice, which is

optimistic.

Love is something she is never short of. It does not matter to her

whether we refurn it or not. For her it is spontaneous to worry when you

cough, to help you cure the coldyouhavejust caught.

Mother ! on this special day we dedicate this poem to you. We

know there have been times when we have fought.We have also never

been able to tell you that people like you are indeed very few.

Mom you mean everything to us, our world revolves around you,

we love you a lot and now I end by saying, " I know words don't mean the

same as ourbehaviour, wejust want to say :HAPPYMOTHER'S DAY".

Komttl Juthttni

Sanjana Ramesh



THCUGHTS
Watch your thoughts
They become your words,

Watch your words
They become your actions,

Watch your actions
They become your habits,

Watch your habits
They become your character,

Watch your character
It becomes your destiny.

"Keep away from people who belittle your ambitions. Small people
always do that, but the really great, make you feel that you too can
become great".

MarkTwain

MY GRAND FETHER
In memory ofmy beloved Grand Father. 30-11-1934 to 5',01-05

l. I remember your affection and concern for me,
I remember your eyes full of love and your efforts,
that used to fulfill my dreams.

2. I know you are no more with me now.

3. But I still feel,
that your love is not a cloud,
that disappears after sometime,
your love is like the sun,
which will ever shine.

RATN
Rain looks very lovely

over the valley and

over the mountains and trees

water falling with a sound of music.

Rain gives water to the plants

water to the animals

water for all of us

And it cools the whole earth.

Yash Gaiha

Sahil Suhag

Pranav



'O'FOR OBEIDIENGE
( if not, it's for Z,ero )

The subject is such that God has to be included in the real essence of the word ' Obedience'.

Teachers stand as parents in school and Parents stand in place of God. Every religion revolves around

obedience similar to our Earth which revolves around its Axis. The difference is the first one is visible in

action and the latter is an imaginary line running across. So let us put God, humanity and life on the three

sides of a triangle and put living inside the space. To some living and religion go hand in hand. The first

step being 'Obedience' to perfect living and to some in contrast going a different way in negative

'Disobedience' and surely stranger are their ways. Beginning with the basic necessities Food, Clothing

and Shelter, we have a code of living life in discipline in all aspects from self to society. Obedience is

food for the soul whereas disobedience is like fast food, which is not beneficial at all. Whether you are a

Mama's boy or Daddy's girl, don't get caried away by disobedience.

It may bring a smile on your face when you are told to obey certain things. It may seem difhcult

to follow instructions. It may not be suitable at times to obserue rules, but the spark of obedience has to

ignite our very decision and thought into obedience. Honesty knocks at your heart and brings other

companions such as Loyalty,Sincerity, Faithfulness and Humility holding a banner of "CHARACTER''

They are surely the Commanders who are rewarding, bringing honour and a rare identity of praise

worthy recognition. But this charisma will fade if practiced pretentiously or solely for praise or a pat on

the back. Obedience, if imbibed consciously with our very nature, will lift us higher than cloud nine into

the embracing arms of our Creator, whose spirit elevates and envelops us. The Solar System is an

example of obodience to the plan of the Creator in faithful compliance since the beginning of time.

Obedience is marked merit in the eyes of our Maker who will ever bless us with His Power and Grace to

fight negative temptations and evil forces and make them exist through the nearest door. All of us place

ourselves in the light of obedience in every walk of life. If you don't obey, you have fallen out and

alienated to what is promised to you and simply miss out on your goal. Prosperity follows in consistent

obedience. A student learns qualities of this good value in the formative years in school and takes it

within into mature adult. It is to a student, natural to follow the wrong leader who attracts false

admiration from his class mates with his loud pranks but it will be beneficial if they imitate and follow

one who is attentive, doing all work thoroughly to what is told, following obediently.

Greater responsibilities and trust will seem easy on the shoulders ofthe one who wears the attire

of obedience. There is no freedom without the Law, in fact there is Freedom in the Law. The Holy Books

are full of passages, quotations, stories and codes which demand and highlight obedience. The Law

comes chasing the one running away from it. There are rules for the road, parks and all public places.

There are rules for self esteem. It is there for all to obey to bring about peace and harmony. On the other

side there are crooks, thugs, thieves, scoundrels and terrorists in the gallery of rogues who have met

their tragic end, all because they did not listen and act in obedience to their inner voice. For every living

person, child or adult, has an inbuilt wireless station, speaking to them during adversity or revelry.

It is never too late, to pick up and gather good values, rising up after every fall, to obey, or not to

obey - Is a choice for all. Don't hesitate to make the right choice, 'O' is for Obedience, ifnot, it's for Zero.

Philip Lazarus
( Music Teacher )



THE CHITDREN'S DAY CELEBRATION

children : our contribution to the future. Areflection of our thouqhts and

ideas.

Our children : OurWorld.

we are indeed fortunate to be citizens of a nation that has set aside a

day to celebrate and felicitate the little lives in our care.

l4thNovember every year is celebrated as "Children,s Day,,.

The Bishops Co-Ed School Kalyaninagar, pune lived up to the

vision of Pandit Jawaharlar Nehru and our dearest principal Mr.

Frank Freese, and celebrated children's day with full vigour and

enthusiasm.

our students were allowed to come in their party clothes and enjoy a

party with their classmates and teachers, in the class. They had the freedom to

put aside books and chill-out in school! our staff members organized some exciting games. The

teachers also participated in the games thereby making the day more interesting for the

children""'.'full of fun, frolic and excitement galore ! The children's day was filled with happiness.

l4th ofNovember belonged to the students of Bishop's co-Ed arone.

I would like to conclude that amidst the academic routine our children had a nice time full of
happiness and laughter, which they carried back home.... !

ln fact, the memories ofthe day stilr lingers in theirminds.

Honorene Henderson



BIST{OP'S gCI4D SCHOOT - KETVENTNAGAR
CELflBRATED

INDIA'g 64TH RE-PUBUE DAY
ON 26TH JANUARY ZOOS'
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Mr Freese - Our Principal, Mrs. Freese Our Heaclmistress, Supervisors, Teachers both from

Kalyaninagar and Camp School along with the students of the School and Jr. College - Camp graced the

occasion and made this day a memorable day'

After the unfurling of the National flag by our Principal - Mr. Freese' the students of class VII :

B conducted the special assembly. The main attraction of the assembly was the Hymn - we shall

overcome and an inspirational speech given by Mr. P. F. Karkaria on the importance of democracy atrd

the ideal to be set in by Youth in Today's INDIA'



THE SPEECH

Democracy was defined byAbraham Lincoln as the Government ofthe people, for the people

and by the people. Every single individual in the country is part of the process of governance. If
democracy is to be effective the people have to be alert. They must continuously keep track of the

activities ofthose to whom they have entrusted the reins of government.

People must learn to raise their voices against the injustices of atrocities. Democracy gives

them this right and opportunity. The most important thing is the fact that in a democracy, everyone is
treated equal before the law, irrespective ofcaste, creed or sex.

Everyone is entitled to freedom of speech , freedom of worship, freedom to occupation and

freedom to move throughout the country. The dignity of man is recognised and respected. People are

given ample opportunities to progress and become self-reliant. In a democracy many religion
flourish and addto the rich cultural heritage ofthe country.

Five decades after independence, India is faced with a host ofproblems that stand in the way
of her progress. Overpopulation, poverty, unemployment, illiteracy, communal disharmony,

comrption and lethargy are more rampant in our sociefy today than they were in the years

immediately following independence.

With problems of such magnitude why should we turn to you students for their solutions ?

The reasons are not far to find. You youth have tremendous energy of high ideals. You are constantly

in search for high ideals in every sphere of life you are involved in, you have a fresh outlook on life,
you are more eager to know what should be and why things are not the way they should be.

The first thing that a student like you can do is to educate himself the proper way, to get as

much from his education as well as train him to make his future career in a mature way. If each of you

in India establishes himself as a worthy working member of the society that will in itself be one great

step towards the betterment ofthe country. The progress of India depends upon the ability of its young

citizens.

You students should actively participate in the fight against the evils that besets India. What
is expected is establishing standards of efficiency, integrity and transparency in public life. You must

spread the ideals of democracy and secularism in every sphere of life. You should rise above naffow
communal considerations and spread the flame of Indianess wherever you go. Every Indian is a mini
INDIA.

You students can express this Indianess in a fresh, powerful manner by their very way of life.
With this an Oath was taken on the 54th Republic Day that we will carry on with action, action

and only action.

Mr P. F. Karkaria
Class Master

JAIHIND
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The Bishop's Co-ed School

Kalyaninagar started the co-

curricular activities in earnest for

the year 2004-05. The first

competition to be held was the

English Elocution on 16th July for

classes V to VII. The children

participated whole heatedly and

came out with flying colours. Their

enthusiasm, diction and

pronunciation were worth noting.

There was healthy competition

between the children and their

classes , and thejudges had a tough

time in deciding the winners, with

poems like. "He that is down needs

fear no fall", "The cloud",and "The

moon" being recited in perfect

rhyhm and harmony.

J. Johnson

m? HnilnpnllfTr

Sometimes you get discouraged

Because I am so small.

And always leave my fingerPrints

On furniture and walls.

tsut everyday I am growmg

I'11be grown up someday,

And all these tiny handprints

Will simply fade away.

So here is a FINAL handprint

Just so you can recaIl,

Exactly how my fingers looked

When I was very small

I LOVE YOU !

Contributed by
Ms. S. Pillay

Class Teacher : UKG -



Celebrated at the Bishop's School, Camp

Ateacher is the pillar ofthe nation which enables the nation to have well educated andtrained

human resources with the right skills, attitude and knowledge on the path of progress. India is a huge

mine of uncut and unpolished diamonds. A teacher's main job is to start polishing these diamonds to

make them precious and this starts at school.

At Bishops school a Teacher is a valuable resource to the Principle Mr. Freese and so this day

5'n September 2004 was celebrated with a lot of pride and enjoyment.

The day started with thanking the Almighty for his never ending blessings. As a token of

appreciation each teacher was felicitated with a beautiful rose

Teachers day was celebrated on the 6'n of September. The staff of both the Campus gathered

in the Camp School. To test how well the teaches can work in a team, games were played followed by

some light snacks and a surprise game, which was mind blowing and tied everyone to their seats.

Called as The Lucky Winner', where Mrs. Freese was blind folded, and s he walked around the hall

with the help of her better halfMr. Freese and picked out the Lucky one, who was then gifted with pet

jars of cold drinks. That was not the end, the entire staff got into Bishops School Busses to get to Le-

Meridian for Lunch. To add more to this Special Day a live band played some lovely music where the

feet of the teachers tapped and danced to the music. Interesting games like The Queen of Sheeba,

passing the ring etc. were played and were enjoyed by all. Lunch was soon served, The irresistible

aroma topped the ambience of the hall.

A feeling ofbelonging and a sense of ownership prevail in our minds and the sweet memories

will last forever.
R. Somji
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As our country celebrated the 57'n year of Indian Independence. It was the first celebration of
the Bishop's Co-Ed school, Kalyaninagar, on sunday the 15* ofAugust 2004.Itwas a day when even
the rains decided to pause for a little while. The celebration was done with great enthusiasm and
patriotism.

The staff, students and some parents assembled on the ground at 7 :45 a.m. Our Principal Mr.
Freese unfurled the National flag and the air was filled with a loud applaud. All the students, parents
and staffpresent therejoined together in singing the NationalAnthem.

A special assembly was conducted by the students of classes VI and VII and the attraction of
the assembly was the poem "Where the mind is without fear" by Rabindranath Tagore, which was
recited by the students with confidence and sincerity. The teachers too participated inlhe assembly by
singing the hymn "O God our help in ages past".

Mr. Freese in his address to all present there brought out a meaningful message of
togetherness, that all at the Bishop's should always be together in order to have a stronger nation not
divided bypetty thoughts and actions.

The teachers parents and students present at the occasion had tea and snacks together. As the
programme drew to a close, everyone left the school premises with a feeling of togetfierness and a
spiritof Unity.

Mrs H. Henderson.
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I still remember my first day of my school, holding my

Mom's hand I entered the gate. Making me sit on my chair

comfortably my mother left. I was feeling stranded in a new

environment of strange sounds and with exotic faces looming at me.

The entry of the teacher signals a new day with the sounds of "Good

Mornins Teacher" . Teacher introduced us to the school leader who, as

per him shoulders the responsibility of the students difficulties'

But in the job description today's school leader is a far cry from what was just a generation

gap.

Changing demographics, education reform and an expanding view of the school's role in

society have defined the roles and responsibilities of school Principals, Superintendents, and

administrators up and downthe line.

Today school leaders are under pressure to close the performance gaps, raise scores; manage

budgets; attract,develop and retain highly qualified teachers; monitor policy and the law and even

address student's physical and mental health.

These new responsibilities make sense. What goes on in school is critical, but it is not the

only factor in determining how students learn. Research and experience prove that when it comes to

academic performance, things such as nutrition, family involvement and political support are very

necessary.

And School leaders are responding accordingly. For example. School leaders are engaging

the community through such initiatives as a monthly "Family Literary Night," which helps parents

participates in their children's education, and a "Parent Linking Network", which supports parents

trying to motivate their children to stay in school and succeed academically'

If we are going to expect more school leaders, then we need to support them more'

Certainly, they need the financial resources to equip their schools with the necessities of modern

education from textbooks and technology to professional staff that make learning possible'

School leaders also need a framework for action. The demand of the need stresses that

school leaders should be committed to creating safe and supportive learning environments and

collaborating with families and the community in support of learning.

ISA4AT SHARIFF
(Librurian)



TOP RND TOBY
One fine day Top and his dog Toby set out to have an adventure.
They decided to explore the letters of the alphabet.
After a long walk they arrived at "A".
An artist lived there all alone B was broken
Toby begged for biscuits.
"C" was curved and covered with crows.
Top climbed it and Toby chased the crows,
Together Top and Toby did a dance on "D"
They tried to eat "E" which wasn't easy.
They made faces at "F" -iust for fun.
They grew gardens on "G".
"H" made them happy - so they hugged him,
"I spy ice cream", Top said when they reached "I"
I seemed just the place to jump from,
They kissed "K: they licked "L" like a Lollypop.
They measured "M" in a merry mood, "N" looked nice to nibble.
They opened "0" and found an Orange inside. They painted "p" with
pink, when they reached "Q" they quietly bowed to the queen.
They ran races round rrRrr. rtsrt looked like a sneaky snake.

brigfrt

Toby tickled'T" with his tail. Both Top and Toby undid "u" which looked like
an upside down umbrella.
They went to V who was a vibrant volcano,
They filled "W" with water and washed with it.
They exercised to "X" till they were exhausted.
Top looked at "Y and just yawned and yawned
By the time they reached ,,Z,,they were both very tired _ so they
their beds and went to sleep zzzzzzzzzzzzz.

.. ,l*,
so Top built it up;lgii,fu, whilei'h
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Mrs. Lynda O'Connor
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THE LAND OF 
'TORY 

BOOI('
In the evening when the lights are lit, with my parents I sit,
We sit at home and talk and sing, and really do not do things.

I with my gun do crawl, very close to the wall,
And try to make a forest trench, Guess where ? Behind the sofa back.

As the night comes and no one can spy, all alone I quietly lie
Here I take my books I've read, Till it is time to go to bed.

In my story books I see, Jack climbing up the tree,
Red riding Hood to her granma goes, the ginger bread boy with his cherry nose.

The three pigs with hair on their chins, had such broad and funny grins,
To see the wolf climb the roof top, ready to come down with a plop.

Now mama calls to me, its time to sleep you see,
I go to bed with backward looks, to dream of the land of story books.

Mrs. Lvnda O'Connor
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